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PREFACE.

The primary object of the author^ in offering

The Tuener's Companion to the notice of the

publiC; is the hope of explaining, in a clear,

concise, and intelligible manner, the rudi-

ments of this beautiful art; an art immortal-

ized by the pen of Virgil, practised by the

Greeks and Romans, and, as we are told, still

existing in those exquisite chef-d'ceuvres of

former years, so much admired and sought

after in our century.

A short treatise on this subject is much

wanted, and the author has endeavoured to

11



12 PREFACE.

give such correct and comprehensive in-

formation as will; he hopes^ render the fol-

lowing pages useful as a book of practical

instruction to the beginner, and of reference

to those already advanced in the study of

this beautiful science. The activity of mind

requisite for the attainment of perfect success

in all the various branches of Turning, by

exercising the inventive and reflective pow-

ers, cannot fail of producing a beneficial effect

on the character of youth, which must prove

a lasting advantage; and the minute accu-

racy necessary for handling the tools, serves

to confirm a steadiness of sight and hand

that must, in after years, and in other

branches of science, be highly appreciated.

From a long experience in the endless

sources of interest and occupation derivable

from this pleasing and salutary employment,
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the author feels assured that whoever has

once patience and perseverance to overcome

the first difficulties^ will speedily, like him-

self, become an enthusiast in the art. And

why should not our fair countrywomen par-

ticipate in this amusement? Do they fear it

is too masculine and laborious for a female

hand ? If so, that anxiety is easily removed

;

the rough work can be executed by any car-

penter, and when once prepared, what occu-

pation can be more interesting and elegant

than ornamenting wood or ivory in delicate

and intricate patterns, and imitating, with

the aid of the lathe, the beautiful Chinese

carving, so much and so justly admired?

Besides, the taper fingers of the fair sex are

far better suited than a man's heavier hand,

to produce the requisite lightness and clear-

ness of effect. To our charitable country-
2



14 PREFACE.

women, who employ so much of their time

in raising funds for the diffusion of Chris-

tianity in far distant lands, and for augment-

ing the comforts of the poor in our own happy

land, the lathe will prove a most useful aux-

iliary, as well as to those who are anxious

to bestow beautiful and cherished remem-

brances on absent friends.

Another very forcible argument in favour

of the amusement of Turning being culti-

vated by the ladies and gentlemen of our free

and independent country, and one which

will, I am sure, plead most strongly with all

parents and guardians, is, that all occupations

within doors being usually of a sedentary na-

ture, the exercise attendant upon the use of

the lathe must prove highly beneficial to

health; and one moment's reflection will

point out the incalculable advantage to be
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derived from instilling the love of useful em-

ployment in every j^outhful mind ; or, when

freed from the irksomeness of graver study,

may they not seek companions and pursuits

to whom they would ever have remained

strangers, had their idle hours not hung

heavy on their hands ?

Should this little worlc prevail upon any

of my readers to commence the study of this

truly beautiful science, and should the occu-

pation, as no doubt it must, prove a source

of pleasure by adding to their amusement, it

will amply repay the labour it has required,

and bestow sincere gratification on the

/Vuthor.





THE LATHE.

** The pride of arts from fair Ambition springs,

And blooms secure beneath her fostering -wings,"

Among all the many descriptions of the varied,

beautiful, and useful inventions that owe their dis-

covery and perfection to the genius and hand of man,

inventions that in so wonderful a degree assist and

facilitate the operations of the mechanic, no one has

ever written the history of the Lathe. It seems

strange that in a land where mechanism is carried

to its greatest extent, where science of every kind

is fostered and encouraged, the beautiful machinery,

the easy management, and wonderful precision ob-

tained by the aid of the Lathe, have never yet, in

our language, found a pen willing to describe them.
2>

'
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18 THE LATHE.

And yet, to the architect, the mathematician, the

astronomer, and the natural philosopher, Turning is

as useful, nay indispensable, as to the watchmaker,

the goldsmith, the joiner, and smith. And it is not

by these alone that its powers are appreciated;

many of those wiiu by birth, station, and riches are

not in a situation to require its aid in their scientific

and mechanical operations, still find this art, from

its great simplicity, from the perfect ease and accu-

racy with w^hich the most delicate and intricate

workmanship is performed, the agreeable occupation

it gives to the mind, and the beauty, elegance, and

utility of its products, one of the most interesting

and healthful that can be followed.

The treasures of all lands are converted into va-

rious and beautiful articles by the aid of the lathe.

Gold and silver, brass, iron, and copper,—the mag-

nificent trees that grow in the deep forests of the

West, and those that flourish on the burning plains

of Africa—the ivory obtained from the tusks of the

elephant and hippopotamus,— the coal, jet, alabas-

ter, and marble, dug from the bowels of the earth

—

are all of the greatest value to the turner. A kind

of cocoa nut has also lately been brought from the
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West Indies, which, being hard, white, and tough, ren-

ders it excellent for working in the lathe ; when polish-

ed, it has the appearance of a substance between

ivory and mother-of-pearl.

To the Greeks and Romans (for the exact place

of its origin is not known) the invention of this in-

genious machine is ascribed; and though, doubtless,

in our time it has been greatly improved and per-

fected, still the ancients, to whom we owe so much,

first discovered and used it; and by them its powers

were so well appreciated, that we are told it be-

came a proverb among them to say any thing was

formed in the lathe to express its justness and ac-

curacy.

The Greek and Latin authors frequently mention

it in their writings, but they have not clearly hand-

ed down to posterity the name of the first inventor;

indeed, on this point there are many and varied

opinions. The Sicilian historian, Diodorus Siculus,

informs us that the first person who made use of the

lathe was a nephew of Daedalus, by some authors

named Talus, by others Perdix. This youth, we are

told, invented the saw, compasses, and other mechani-

cal instruments ; and to him we possibly are indebted
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for the lathe also, for we are told, in ancient

mythological history, so great were his ingenuity

and talent for invention, that his genius soon sur-

passed even that of his uncle, who, enraged at his

celebrity, and jealous of his rising fame, scrupled

not to sacrifice him to his feelings of rage and ha-

tred : some say he was poisoned ; others, that he was

precipitated from a high tower in the citadel of

Athens; and the same authors assure us he was

changed into a partridge.

Pliny, however, (and his words are great author-

ity,) ascribes the invention of the lathe to Theodore,

of Samos, an artist who discovered the method of

melting iron, of which he made statues. The same

author also mentions a man of the name of Thericles,

who was celebrated for his dexterity in Turning;

and Virgil says

—

" Lenta quibus torno facili superaaaita vius.

These testimonies, of ancient poets and historians

conjoined, prove it to be an art of the greatest an-

tiquity. (Cicero also mentions it ; and it is afiirmed

that, with this machine, the Greeks and Romans
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turned all kinds of urns and vases, and adorned

them with ornaments in basso relievo. If to Turn-

ing we really owe those treasures of other days

which are found buried among the ruins of Hercu-

laneum and Pompeii—treasures so valued by the

antiquary as a memorial of former ages; by the

lover of the fine arts as beautiful and graceful ad-

ditions to his cabinet of curiosities ; and by the rich

and opulent as ornaments superior to any that mo-

dern hands can produce ;—surely we must confess

the workmanship of the lathes of our times is not

to be compared with that performed by the more

simple machinery of centuries ago. It seems, in-

deed, almost miraculous, that the beautiful figures

and elegant and graceful designs here spoken of

should be produced by a potter's wheel, so was the

lathe anciently denominated; but the testimonies

of so many learned historians agree in declaring

that to its aid we owe those exquisite productions,

that it is impossible for even the most skeptical to

deny it. Before we quit, what may not unaptly be

denominated, the romance of the history of the

lathe, we will add, that the saw, which we have

already said was invented by Talus, is supposed to
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have been first made by him in imitation of either

the jaw-bone of a snake, or else the back-bone of a

fish ; and in a painting still preserved among the an-

tiquities of Herculaneum, is a saw exactly resem-

bling our frame saw, with which two genii are di-

viding a piece of wood.

It is, however, certain, that could these Roman

and Grecian artificers see a modern lathe, examine

its complex yet beautiful mechanism, and the almost

endless additions and improvements it has undergone

since the days of Yirgil and Pliny, they would

hardly recognise it in its more finished state, and

would be much puzzled to discover in what manner

to manage its machinery. Among the numerous ap-

paratus adjusted to it is a machine, by the aid of

which medallions have been executed; and in the

British Museum is a profile in basso relievo of Sir

Isaac Newton, wholly worked in the lathe ; but how

different from the turning of the ancients ! The

medallion machine requires much labour and very

expensive apparatus, while the potter's wheel can-

not have possessed much mechanism or great quan-

tities of tools : most of those now in use being un-

known in former days.
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Having now established the great antiquity of

the lathe as a useful and classical employment, we

will briefly mention a few of the improvements it

has undergone in latter years. The potter's wheel

is, of all lathes, the most simple ; it merely consists

of an iron beam, or axis, a small wooden wheel

placed on the beam, and a larger one fastened to

the end of the same beam, which turns by a pivot

on an iron stand. With this simple contrivance

the workman still forms the body of the vessel of

clay, but never attempts to turn the handles, feet,

mouldings or ornaments. In latter years, v&-nou3

and important tools and improvements have been

made ; chucks have been invented, which enable the

turner to accomplish with speed and facility an al-

most innumerable variety of circles, lines, ellipses,

and arcs, all so delicate and true in their form and

design, that they cannot fail exciting the admiration

and wonder of all who contemplate them. The

screw also, once a formidable difficulty to the un-

initiated, is now rendered perfectly easy of execu-

tion by means of the traversing mandrel ; those, too,

who are very learned in this art, can out of a piece

of ivory or mother-of-pearl, produce in the lathe
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beautiful brooches, ear-rings, and studs, worked in

raised flowers; chessmen in imitation of carving,

and ornamented vases full of detached flowers

;

while fluted and spiral columns, delicate mouldings,

and fanciful headings, are of comparatively easy

execution.

To form patterns upon wood or ivory, various de-

scriptions of chucks are employed ; one lathe serves

for all, as they are made to screw on to the nose of

the mandrel. By the aid of the concentric or

common chuck, every article you turn is circular;

the lines forming the circle are enlarged or de-

creased as the tool approaches or recedes from the

axis. The oval chuck, as its name signifies, works

designs of an oval or spherical shape ; the eccentric

turns patterns of a circular form, but its peculiar

properties enable the workman to alter the centre

of his work at pleasure: the geometric and com-

pound eccentric produce beautiful geometric and

carved designs ; the oblique and the epicycloidal

also turn curious and intricate patterns, and the

straight line chuck performs all its work in direct

lines. These are the chucks most in use, but many

of them are expensive and complicated, and they only
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execute the ornamental work ; the shape and size of

the object are accomplished by the lathe, without

any aid but that of a common chuck and common

tools.

The curious and varied mechanism of the above-

mentioned chucks are truly wonderful, and the pat-

terns they perform very beautiful; one of pecu-

liar form, and exceedingly intricate, has been in-

vented for bankers' checks, to prevent forgery.

There are also two rests, which are necessary ap-

pendages to them ; the sliding rest, that moves in a

direct line at any angle, and the circular rest, which

enables the turner to ornament balls, spheres, and

round objects. We must not omit, too, to mention

the eccentric cutter, the drill, and the universal cut-

ter, all exceedingly useful, and enabling the turner

to execute a great variety of designs and patterns.

The rose engine, also, is much admired for all kinds

of ornamental work, but it is very expensive, and

new inventions are daily adding^ to the machinery

of the lathe, and rendering its powers more exten-

sive.

The wonderful discovery of voltaic electricity, by

which copper-plates, plaster casts, wood engravings,
3
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and medals may be copied, can also be applied in

various ways to turning, either in wood or ivory.

Tor instance, by its aid a wooden thimble may be

changed into the resemblance of gold, or a box

take the appearance of silver ; thus, while your work

retains its first beauty and delicacy, the material is

apparently of much value. It would be going

beyond the bounds of a work on turning, to give

any directions for this transmutation, particularly

as there are so many already published on the

subject. We must also add, that by a careful and

steady management, the drill may be made almost

to take the place of the graver ; by holding a plate of

copper steadily against it, and using various tools,

(not letting the lathe go too quick,) portraits and

landscapes can be executed for printing.

Having now finished this short sketch, which we

hope will not be unacceptable to our readers, and

will perhaps induce them to follow this interesting

and healthful occupation, we must beg that those

who peruse " The Turner's Companion," and follow

the directions it contains, will not be daunted by the

first difficulties that assail them, but will patiently
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persevere till, experience enables them to overcome

and vanquish them, remembering that

—

" The wise and active conquer difficulties,

By daring to attempt them. Sloth and folly

Shiver and shrink at sight of toil and hazard,

And make tli' im| ^ssibilitj they fear."



LIST OF TOOLS NECESSARY FOR TURNING.

Gouges.

Chisels.

Scrapers.

Side tools.

Point tools.

Moulding tools.

Inside tools.

Planes.

Drills.

Hatchet.

Mallet.

Hammer.
Files.

Vice.

Hand Vice.

Gimlets

Saws.

Screw-driver.

Pincers.

Compasses.

Rule.

Callipers.

T square.

Brace and Bits.

Screw tools.

Milling tools.

Oil-can.

Glue-pot.

Sand Paper.

Chalk.

Glue.

Isinglass.

Pumice Stone.

Nails.
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THE

TURNER'S COMPANION.

The machines used for Turning, whether round

or oval objects, are called Lathes; they are of vari-

ous shapes and sizes; some very small, as those

generally used by watchmakers ; others very large

and powerful, for turning iron; and others, the

kind I am going to describe, of a middling size,

for fashioning wood and ivory. The large lathes,

being too heavy to be worked with the foot, are

usually turned by a steam-engine, but the foot-

lathe is the most convenient for the turner in

wood; it may be made of iron or wood: if of the

latter, it should be constructed entirely of very

hard, well-seasoned oak, or of mahogany. There

are various opinions respecting the advantages

and disadvantages of metallic and wooden lathes;

in the former, it is impossible to obviate an elastic

3* 29
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tremor, which is unpleasant and injurious; but then,

on the other hand, they are so much more durable

and compact ; and thej enable you to perform your

work with so much more accuracy and exactitude,

that they are, on the whole, perhaps, to be preferred.

The drawing given in Plate 1 will serve as a pattern

for either an iron or a wooden lathe ; but as the

workman could construct the latter for himself, we

will suppose the description we are about to give

relates to a wooden one.

The bed of the lathe, B B, may be of any length

required, and is firmly fastened with bolts to the

uprights 0, which form the legs of the lathe, and

to which the bed is strongly attached by bolts pass-

ing through both; while the nuts that draw them

tight, being what is called countersunk^ are of no

inconvenience to the workman. The feet and the

two uprights must also be firmly fastened to the

legs ; and to prevent the least unsteadiness or

motion, they must be screwed strongly to the floor,

and must be of a sufficient size to form a solid sup-

port to the lathe.

The left hand puppets, D, or, as they are some-

times called, the headstock, should be of iron, and
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cast in one piece. The under part fits tightly into

the open space in the bed of the lathe, and is fixed

there with screws ; while the two cheeks of the pup-

pets rest on the bed itself. The mandrel E, to pre-

vent, as much as you can, any vibration, should be

as long as possible; it runs in a metal collar,

through the puppets C D, and is of steel, turned per-

fectly cylindrical; it is kept constantly oiled, by

pouring a few drops of oil upon it through holes

made in each of the puppets. The screw E, at the

end, is called the nose of the spindle, and upon it

the chucks intended to receive the work are screw-

ed. The back puppet, G, is used to support long

pieces of wood; it is moved backwards and forwards

on the bed of the lathe, so as to suit the work upon

whioh you are occupied, by loosening the screw L

;

within the upper part of G is a steel spindle, J,

which screws in and out of the headstock, by turn-

ing the screw K. Care must be taken that the

point of this spindle be exactly on a line with the

nose of the mandrel, E. The point, J, takes out,

and another nose, L, can be inserted in its place, to

receive the pointed end of any small work, should it

be more convenient.
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Upon the spindle is a brass or a mahogany wheel,

F; it has three grooves in it, and the great wheel,

K, has three similar grooves turned in a Y, so as

more effectually to take hold of the band which moves

them round. The three different grooves in this

wheel, and in the small one, give different veloci-

ties to them. The band which turns them is made

of strong catgut, and passes under the lower and

over the upper wheel, working in the corresponding

grooves of each; it is joined with a hook and eye

of iron, that have a screw in them. Slightly taper

off with a sharp penknife a little of each end of the

catgut, so that it will just enter the hook and eye

;

then hold the band firmly in a vice with your left

hand, and with your right take up the hook or eye

in a pair of pincers, and screw it upon the catgut

till quite firm. This is a far better means of join-

ing the band than any other that can be employed,

as the hooks and eyes seldom give way, and obviate

the necessity of knots or joins, which are always

clumsy and inconvenient. Cord, too, gives way

with the variations of the atmosphere, so that it

constantly requires shortening in dry, and length-

ening in rainy weather; catgut is so slightly influ-

I
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enced bj these changes, that its use is far prefera-

ble. The treadle, N, when moved up and down with

the foot, gives motion to the two wheels, and thus

the spindle, with the wood to be worked screwed

upon it, is turned round with a quick or slow move-

ment. The axle of the great wheel, S, works in two

screws, Q ; the crank, M, is connected at one end

with the axle, S, and at the other hooks into the

treadle frame, N. Plenty of oil should be given to

the axle at Q to enable it to work easily. The rest

which supports the tools is represented at Fig. 1,

and M; it is made of iron, and consists of three

parts ; the lower has a forked foot, T, which rests

upon the bed of the lathe, and enables it to be

drawn backwards and forwards, so as to accommodate

the workman; this foot is held in its place by a

bolt, 0, which, passing through the bed of the lathe,

is sufficiently broad to rest upon each side of the

foot, T, and is tightened by a screw that passes un-

derneath the lathe, P, through which it passes; the

upper part of the rest is a cross piece of ijcon with

a cylindrical stem, that fits into the socket, U, and

is moved up and down, to the right or the left, by

loosening the screw, H. The workman should have
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rests of diiFerent sizes, to suit various kinds of work,

but they must all fit into the same socket.

Having now given a clear description of a lathe,

I need only add, that it should be placed opposite

a window, so as to have the benefit of as much light

as possible; a skylight above the head is also a

great advantage. As it is indispensably neccessary

for the learner to exercise himself in plain turning,

that is, in the formation of different articles, so as

to be able to turn them perfectly round, oval, or

hollow, as required, before attempting more diffi-

cult and complicated work, we will now give a list of

the most useful tools for this purpose.

For the wood, the gouge, Fig. 1, plate 1, is first

to be employed, to reduce the unevenness of your

work; its edge is rounded. To use it, place the

rest on a level with the axis of the work, and hold

the handle of the tool downwards so that its cut-

ting edge is above the axis. These tools are useful

for making concave mouldings. In using them, do

not push them roughly against the wood till it be-

comes tolerably even, or you will spoil their edge

and chip the work; and hold your hands very

steady.
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The chisel^ Fig. 2, is next used, to give a smooth

and polished appearance to the wood. Its cutting

edge is oblique. Elevate the rest considerably ahove

the axis of the work, so that, though held with a less

inclination than the gouge, the edge of the chisel

operates on a higher part of the surface. Use this

tool at first with great caution, for it is much more

difiicult to manage than the gouge ; with an inexpe-

rienced hand, the point is apt to dig into the wood,

quite spoiling its surface, or else, bj pressing it too

firmly upon the work, it cuts great pieces in an un-

even manner. When skilfully used, it should feel

almost to work by itself, merely running steadily

along the wood, shaving off all its inaccuracies, and

making it look quite bright, smooth, and polished.

All soft woods are entirely turned with the gouge

and chisel, of both of which you must have several

sizes.

Fig. 3 is called a right-side tool, and has two

cutting edges, a side edge and an end edge : so as

at the same time to cut the bottom and side of a cavi-

ty. The left-side tool cuts with the opposite side.

In using them, hold the bevel which forms the edge

downwards.
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Fig. 4 is a point tool, useful for making small

mouldings, and much employed in finishing the

shoulders and flat ends of work.

Figs. 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, are inside tools, used to turn

out hollows; also to make cups, and various other

articles.

Fig. 10 is a parting tool, used to cut off work, and

to make incisions.

Fig. 11 is used exclusively for very hard woods,

as cocoas and ebony, which chip if attempted to be

smoothed with a chisel ; also for turning ivory, bone,

or jet; one side and the end are sharp. This tool

is very strong, and requires some practice to use it

well. Be very careful, in sharpening it, to keep the

front edge quite straight, or else, in hollowing out

boxes, the inner sides will not be turned out evenly

;

that is, one part will be thinner than another. This

tool is held flat upon the rest, which must be on a

level with the axis of the work, or sometimes the

tool, by raising the handle, may be lowered so as

just to scrape the wood. It is frequently called a

graver ; in turning metals, it is the tool first used.

Copper and brass are easy to turn, and in case of
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necessity, it is useful to have the proper tools, and

to know how to manage them.

These tools all are indispensably necessary to the

turner, and he should exercise himself constantly in

their use; for until he becomes quite master of

them, he will injure, spoil, chip, and destroy, what-

ever he attempts to turn.

Figs. 12 and 13 are very useful to make mould-

ings of various kinds.

The handles of the tools must be made of very

hard wood, and it is a great convenience to have

them all of nearly the same size ; for the hand, get-

ting accustomed to them, manages them with more

facility. Drive the tool firmly into the handle, and

hold it there by a broad brass ring, as in No. 1.

To keep the tools in good order, that is, properly

ground and sharp, demands great attention. If

they become chipped, grind them even on a grind-

stone, taking care that the bevels retain their

proper angles. To avoid spoiling their edges, and

to enable you to have them always near at hand, a

rack perforated with holes, into which they can slip,

is very useful. This rack may be fastened against

the wall, near the lathe. A screw-driver, two or
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three different-sized gimlets, and nails of various

kinds, must always form part of the turner's tool-

box ; also some files, and a hand-vice.

Before we leave the description of turning tools,

we will mention the saw, which is an indispensable

addition to the tool-box. There are many kinds,

but the most useful are the hand-saw, the tenon

saw, and the circular saw. The first is about

twenty-six inches long, and is generally made with

four teeth to an inch. It is used for cutting wood

across, and in the direction of its fibres. The teeth

at the lower end are smaller than the upper ones,

by which means the wood is not so much torn as if

the teeth were all of an equal size. The tenon saw

is used for cutting across the fibres of wood ; the

smallest saw of this kind is about fourteen inches

long, the largest about twenty inches. Circular

saws are of all sizes ; they are easily fitted up with

a spindle, which, being screwed on to the nose of

the mandrel, and supported at the other end by the

back puppet, enables the workman to turn them by

the wheel of the lathe, while at the same time he

holds the wood or ivory firmly against them.

Should a larger circular saw be required, it is more

}i
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advisable to fit it up separately from the lathe,

with a frame-work and wheel to itself.

Glue, which is very necessary for turners, re-

quires some little care in preparing ; it must first bo

steeped for several hours in cold water to soften it

;

if it swells without melting, it is good, and must

then be dissolved in water ; the proper quantities

are, a quart of water to half a pound of glue. The

heat should be just enough to melt it, and the pan

in which it is contained must be placed in a larger

copper vessel, filled with water ; by this means,

when the water in the outer pan boils, the glue will

be dissolved without any fear of its burning, which

would immediately spoil it. When you are going

to glue a piece of wood to a chuck, put very little

glue thinly and evenly over the surface of the latter,

then press the wood upon it firmly, and place a lead

weight upon them to unite them perfectly.

CHUCKS.

The chucks, upon which the material to be turned,

whether of wood, ivory, or metal, is always fixed,

next demand our attention. They are of every
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variety of size and form, and are all screwed upon

the mandrel of the lathe. Many are made of

brass ; others (the most numerous, because the

turner can make them for himself,) are of wood

;

but these latter should be used soon after they are

made ; for if not constructed of very dry, hard

wood, any great variation in the weather will cause

them to shrink, and thus the screw becomes slightly

altered, and will not fit tightly to the neck of the

mandrel. To avoid the expense of having many

brass chucks, which would be very great, if we pro-

cured them of the size and shape requisite for all

kinds of work, it is a good plan to have several

brass plates made about the size of half-a-crown,

plate 2, A, with a screw in them, to fit upon the

mandrel, and four screw-nails with which to fasten

them to wooden chucks of any form. Thus, when

these chucks are worn out, unscrew the brass plates

and screw them on to others. In plate 2 are the

drawings of several chucks, which are useful for

various purposes ; they are all made of brass, with

a screw that fits upon the mandrel. B is a brass

plate, about two inches in diameter ; from the mid-

dle projects a tapering screw, about half an inch
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long. This is used to hold any thing that is flat, as

a stand, or candlestick base, or, with the aid of the

back puppet, to support a long piece of wood, while

turning down to fit a stronger chuck. Por this

purpose, bore a hole in the wood, and screw it on to

the chuck. C is the same shape, but has five iron

points projecting from its surface ; upon them the

wood must be firmly fixed by hammering it on. It

is better to use the back puppet, as the wood is apt

to become loosened by a sudden jar, or any uneven-

ness in the surface.

D is universally useful, either for la.rge or small

pieces of work. The wood or ivory may be turned

to the proper size to fit, on the chuck B, and then

driven firmly into the hollow cup with a wooden

mallet ; or a piece of common wood may be made

to fit it tightly, and a hole turned in it to hold the

object you intend to turn.

E is called a ring chuck, and is made of box

wood. Drill a hole through the centre, and then

saw it across in six parts. By its being turned

smaller at one end than at the other, this chuck

opens at the saiugates ; you then drive on to it, with

4*
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a hammer, a ring of metal, and the wood inserted

in the hole will remain immovable.

F is called a square hole chuck, the hole in the

middle having several drills and bits to use with it,

as in 3, 4, 5, 6. Gr is called a die chuck : it is the

same in shape as the cup chuck, only not so deep,

and it has several screws passing through its sides

at equal distances, and meeting in the centre, by

which the work is held, so that it serves equally for

a large or a small object.

H is exactly the same in shape as G ; with the

addition of an arm^ No. 1, the use of which is as

follows. If this chuck does not turn the wood round

properly, fasten to the latter what is called a carrier^

No. 2, the end of which, projecting further than the

chuck, rests upon the arm, 1, and causes all to turn

together.

These appear to us to be the chucks most univer-

sally in use for concentric turning ; the ordinary

ones the turner may make of wood, and those for

ornamental work we shall mention hereafter.

It may, however, be as well to describe the method

of making the wood chucks :—Select a piece of

close-grained dry wood—box is the best ; having
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taken off the corners and made it tolerably round

with a chisel, or a small hatchet, you must then find

the centre of the two ends. To do this, lay the

piece of wood on a bench ; open a pair of compasses

to nearly half the diameter of the piece ; fix one

point of the compasses firmly in the middle, and

with the other draw a circle as near the edge of the

wood as you can. If you find the circle is not

exact, but further from the edge on one side than

the other, alter the position of the compasses, till

they become right. Bore a hole in the centre, when

found, and screw the wood on to the chuck, B.

Place your rest facing the work, and cut in the

centre of it a hole, the depth and nearly the size

of the screw on the nose of the mandrel. This

done, take the piece of wood ofi" the brass chuck,

and fasten it firmly in a vice ; then screw into the

hole a TAP, which has been made on purpose to fit

the screw of the mandrel. This tap cuts a thread

as you turn it round in the hole, so that when you

unscrew it, you have only to screw the wood to the

nose of the mandrel, taking care to make it fit quite

close to the shoulder ; it must then be turned quite

round and smooth with the gouge and chisel, and
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the face of it also perfectly flat, wliicli is seen by

holding against it the flat part of the T square,

plate 1, R. If the square touches all the face of

the chuck, it is ready to receive the wood ; but if

you can in any part see the light between them,

take the chisel and smooth it over again. The

chuck being ready, cut a piece of wood, we will say

for a box, round it with a chisel, take some thin

glue, and fasten the wood to the chuck with it.

When quite hard and dry, begin to turn the sides

even, then cut down the groove to receive the lid,

which should be glued on to another chuck. To

hollow out the box, turn the rest to the face of the

work and use the gouge. When of a sufficient

depth, take the callipers, plate 1, K, push the small

ends down the box to the bottom, stre'tch them out

as far as they will, and set the screw, then pull

them slowly out, so as to measure the size of the

top of the inside of the box; if not exactly the

same, turn out a little more of the bottom. Now

begin to smooth the outside and hollow out the lid,

taking great care to make it fit exactly the groove

made in the bottom of the box ; for this • purpose

the callipers must be set, so that the forked end
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Btretclies to the width of the circumference of the

groove
;
you will then find that the other end will

be exactly the same width, and keep trying them to

the inside of the lid, till they enter it very tightly

;

then try the lid on the bottom, and it will fit. By

thus using the callipers, you are saved much trouble

in taking the work on and off the lathe, to fit the

parts together.

You must now cut the lid off the chuck, either

with the parting tool, or with a saw, and having it

firmly placed on the bottom, smooth and finish ofi"

the sides so that they look quite even, and as if

there was no separation between them. This done,

move the rest to the front of the lid, and finish it

up the same, taking care not to leave the slightest

scratch or unevenness on the surface ; then rub the

whole of the work well with sand paper, making

the lathe turn very rapidly, first one way, then the

other, and finish by rubbing it over with a drop of

olive oil on a piece of rag, -and the shavings of the

w^ood. The great beauty of turning consists in all

the parts being exact, shining, well finished off, and

not too thick ; to attain this latter perfection, expe-

rience is necessary, and I should advise constant
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practice in turning box-wood and hollj, till the

learner is able to make his boxes fit properly, and

also look neat and light. The lid being finished,

lay it aside, and saw off the bottom ; then turn its

own chuck to a proper size to receive it, while you

smooth and polish the outer part. It is requisite

to be very particular in the manner of chucking

work, such as boxes, thimbles, or any thing that has

been hollowed out ; and remember always to make a

chuck to fit INTO THEM, instead of putting them

into one. It is also better to leave a shoulder that

the work can rest against,—you are then sure that

it is supported evenly ; if not, you may find that

the slightest inclination to one side or the other will

cause you to turn one side much thinner than the

other ; and if you are working, we will say the top

of a box, it will always look crooked, and if the

bottom, it will never stand steady. Should the box

feel loose and fall off the chuck before it is finished,

a little chalk may be rubbed upon the former, which

will give it a firmer hold, and prevent the slipperi-

ness consequent on the friction of two pieces of

wood ; and sometimes a thin piece of paper inserted

between them is useful in the same way ; for al-
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though the work should fit close and firm on the

chuck, if the chuck be too large^ so that you have

to use force to make them unite, you will most

probably split your work all to pieces. Great care

also is requisite to get it ofi* the chuck ; insert one

of the small chisels between it and the shoulder of

the chuck, and move it slightly, first on one side,

then on the other. Many neat ornaments may be

made on boxes with the smaller chisels, such as

lines and mouldings ; and there are several useful

and ornamental tools, called milling tools, (see plate

5, Nos. 1, 2, 3,) which are not expensive, and give

much efi'ect to the work. They consist of small

wheels, upon which the pattern is cut. Place the

rest so that there is space for the wheel to turn

between it and the work, push it close up to the

wood, hold the handle very firmly with both hands,

so that the tool cannot slip, and with a few quick

turns of the wheel of the lathe, the pattern will be

clearly impressed upon the wood. With these sim-

ple tools innumerable beautiful articles may be finish-

ed ; and though they require neither the applica-

tion nor talent that can be displayed in performing

other ornamental work with the eccentric chuck,
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cutter, and drill, still they possess two great advan-

tages—cheapness, and facility of management, and

are easily procured.

By a little attention and ingenuity, a great variety

of elegant and useful articles may be made on the

lathe, with the assistance of but a limited collection

of tools,—such as thimbles, boxes, cups, rings,

stands, small vases, stilettos, pen-handles, pin-

cushions, needle-cases, and vinaigrettes.

THE SCREW.

We now come to the most difficult operation in

turning, that of cutting a screw ; to perform it well

and easily is a proof of the workman's skill and

proficiency in the art. There are many ways of

doing it ; we shall therefore give the best and least

expensive. The screw tools, figures 14 and 15,

plate 1, must fit exactly one into the other. Fig. 15

is an outside. Fig. 14 an inside tool. As the

threads may be required to be cut coarse or fine,

according to the work you are engaged upon, the

small grooves in the tools are made to suit. Having

turned your box quite round, and hollowed it out,
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cut the groove upon which the lid is to fit
;
place

the rest at a convenient distance, turn the wheel,

not too fast, and move the outside screw-tool along

the rest with a regular horizontal motion, and it

will cut a screw, the threads of which will fill up

the space between the teeth of the tool. But care

must be taken to jerk the tool ofi" when at the end

of the space intended for the screw ; or if it be al-

lowed to remain stationary, cutting the wood, the

threads will be destroyed, and become useless.

When this is well done, turn out the lid of the box

till it nearly fits the bottom, and in the same manner

press the inside screw tool against the side of the

cavity, draw it out horizontally as the work moves

round, and if carefully managed, it will soon be

made to fit upon the outside screw. As, however,

to accomplish this well, and with precision, great

practice is requisite, an invention, called a travers-

ing mandrel, is frequently used, particularly by be-

ginners : we will endeavour to give a description of

its form and use.

At the end of the mandrel A, pi. 4, is a brass

cylinder, I, which fits upon the end, and is kept in

its place by a nut, 2, which screws firmly into it.
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Below this, fixed to a brass plate that rises and

lowers at pleasure bj turning the screw-key, B, is

attached the screw-guide
;

(a brass plate cut into

grooves of various sizes to suit the thread you wish

to cut, fig. 3 ;) this guide moves round on a pin.

To use this machine, unscrew the nut B, pull off the

brass cylinder, and in its place put on the guide, C,

and screw the nut in again ; turn the other guide,

3, to the groove which corresponds with it, and

which is usually numbered, to avoid mistakes ; turn

the key B till the lower guide meets the one you

have just put on the mandrel, and slips easily into

it. You will now find that by only allowing the

fly-wheel to move half round and back again, the

mandrel will run backwards and forwards, and thus

have the exact motion requisite for cutting a screw.

Fix your rest, and hold your tool (which must have

the same sized thread as the guide then on the man-

drel) quite steady upon the rest, against the revolv-

ing wood, and in a few mmutes the screw will be

produced. The inside screw is made in the same

manner, with the inside tool, by turning the rest in

front of the work. Do not pness the tool too hard

to the wood at first, till the threads are slightly cut,
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SO that the teeth may enter always in the same place.

About six different-sized screw guides and tools to

fit will be quite sufl&cient for an amateur turner.

There is also another way of cutting screws, by

means of a traversing chuck. On the mandrel, R,

pi. 4, is screwed the chuck B, to which are screwed

the chucks of the lathe, R. On the outside of B
is turned a screw, fitted to an inside screw worked

in the block C, from which extends an arm, D, suffi-

ciently long to allow the arm E to slide up and

down it ; a piece of iron should be screwed to the

circular block, 0, of such a length as to be capable

of moving in a groove that may be cut in the collar
;

it is intended to prevent the block C from turning

quite round. The rest, G, must not stand, as usual,

parallel to the work in cutting the outside screw,

but at right angles, as when an inside screw is to

be cut, in order that the further arm of the rest, F,

may be joined to the end of the second arm, G. It

is necessary that the second arm, E, shall be capa-

ble of fastening firmly the first arm, D, to any part

of the rest, G, F, as also to have a joint at each

end, to admit in a horizontal plane its free action.

Thus, as the lathe turns to or from us, the arms
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must traverse forwards or backwards, which gives a

similar motion to the tool, H, that is screwed firm

to the further arm, F, of the rest, and thus you can

cut a screw with a single point tool. Of course

any unsteadiness would spoil the screw. If you

draw the centre of the rest nearer to you, and thus

bring the tool nearer to the arm, E, a screw of a

much larger-sized thread will be cut ; for as the

rest, turning in its socket, moves on a centre, the

further the tool is from the centre, the greater will

be the radius of the circle described, and vice versa.

It may, perhaps, be feared that a piece of wood

so far from the collar, K, may be apt to spring

;

but this is easily avoided, by not making use of the

chuck, B, till the screw is to be turned. Another

disadvantage would seem to arise from the impos-

sibility of cutting screws when the puppet head is

made use of. But this may also be obviated by

lengthening the arm, E, to the part where the screw

is to be cut, and thus we have the same screw as the

traversing one. The socket, S, slides on the rest,

and may be fastened to it by a screw, the upper

part that turns on a pivot admits the arm, E, to

slide through it, which arm is held firm with a screw.
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At the commencement of the work, the rest stands

at right angles with the wood on which the screw

must be cut ; then, by bringing it back to its original

angle, and sliding forwards the tool to the last

thread of the screw that was just cut, we proceed

to any length required. When two or three threads

are cut, the most unskilful turner will be able to

continue the screw with a common screw tool.

BORING COLLAR.

Fig. D, plate 4, is a boring collar, used to sup-

port any long slender body which is required to be

turned hollow. Without a support of this kind it

would be impossible to keep the wood in its place

;

and it would either incline from the centre, thus

causing the hollow to be drilled out quite crooked,

or it would spring from the chuck. To obviat-o

these two inconveniences, the two collars, figs. C

and D, plate 4, are employed. In the former one,

which is made of iron or brass, the holes are conical,

and their centres are all precisely at the same dis-

tance from the axis of the collar. In using it, re-

move the right hand puppet, and provide a much

lower one. Through it drill a hole, the same size

5^
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as that in the centre of the boring collar. The

centre of this hole must be in the same line with

the centre^ of the mandrel. The collar, when at-

tached to it, faces the mandrel, and is held firm by

a screw. When fixed, the centre hole is opposite

the axis of the mandrel ; and when the largest hole

is used, it clears the top of the headstock to which

It is affixed. The end of the work to be bored

being placed in the hole which fits it, the tool is

held upon the rest against its centre, and the boring

is easily and accurately performed.

The collar, D, is perhaps, a simpler apparatus

for supporting long pieces of slender wood or ivory,

and has this advantage, that the workman can easily

make it for himself. It should be constructed of

very hard, well-seasoned wood. The foot, E, must

be in breadth exactly the size of the aperture m
the bed of the lathe, and is kept quite steady by a

bit of wood thrust through it underneath the lathe.

Into this collar, fit many pieces of wood with difi'er-

ent sized holes bored through them, (all exactly in

a line with the axis of the mandrel,) so as to admit

large or small pieces of work, the sides being

grooved, and the supports sawn to correspond ; they
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all slide in with great ease, and are kept quite steady

by an iron pin which runs through the top. The

fig. G, shows the collar, with one of the supports

slipped in, the other sliding upon it ; H is the collar,

showing the groove, and L L are two supports that

fit into it. The middle of the apertures of these

supports, whether large or small, must always be

exactly on a line with the axis of the mandrel,

therefore, after they are bored quite true on the

lathe, they are sawn exactly across the hole. This

is a very useful addition to the lathe, not only as a

support when boring holes, but also to be used with

the right hand puppet, to give strength to any long

slender piece of work, as a screen-handle or a pen-

holder ; for, being of great length, the stress neces-

sary to the proper management of the tools would

be apt to break the wood or ivory, and it is easy to

make one of the ornamental mouldings of a proper

size, to enable it to run smoothly in one of the sup-

ports ; if too tight, the wheel will not turn, and if

too loose, the work will jerk up and down.

For boring, there are many shaped tools of

various sizes ; 16, 17, pi. 1, are drawings of the

most useful. They have no handles, but at the
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Bmaller end a hole is drilled, to admit the point, J,

of the puppet, G, pi. 1. Having, with one of the

turning tools, made an aperture in the work suffi-

ciently large to allow the boring tool to enter,

Bcrew the puppet, G, firmly to the bed of the lathe,

then turn the small wheel, K, till the point enters

the hole in the tool, which must be steadied by

holding it straight and firm with a pair of pincers.

Make the wheel turn rather quickly, and with the

left hand keep moving the left wheel, K, very

gently, so as to force the tool into the wood. After

a few turns, stop the lathe, and take out the boring

tool, to get rid of the shavings and dust ; move

the puppet nearer and begin again. A little diffi-

culty will be found in making the tool enter the

wood, or hite^ as it is called, but, by humoring it

gently, it will soon take hold ; care must be taken

to keep it quite straight, and not to go too fast, or

it will be liable to break. This method of boring

is only used for small hollow tubes, needle-cases,

crochet-needles, handlers, and small work.
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OF WOODS.

There are many beautiful English woods which

are excellent for turning ; beech is very universally

used, and it should be cut into moderate sized

pieces and boiled, to render it more durable, and to

make it work smoothly.

Elm and chestnut are also much admired ; if the

latter be dipped in alum water, then brushed over

with a hot decoction of logwood, afterwards with

one of Brazil wood, it will be made to imitate ma-

hogany. Green wood should never be used, as it is

apt to split ; it should be kept for at least a year

before attempting to turn it. Some persons, if they

fear the wood has not been sufficiently seasoned, cut

it up and put it in a vessel filled with a ley made

of wood ashes. In this it must be boiled for an

hour, and allowed to remain in the liquor till quite

cold, afterwards it must be dried in the shade.

Old walnut wood is very beautiful ; to improve

its colour, it may be put in the oven, and when

worked, polish it with its own oil, very hot.

Sycamore, when grown in favourable situations,
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is as wliite and nearly as hard as holly ; the cherry,

yew, laburnum, and pear-tree woods, are also

very beautiful ; but though invaluable for plain

turning, they are not hard enough, or of a suffi-

ciently close and fine grain, to admit of ornament-

ing them in delicate and minute patterns. The

milling tools are generally employed for them. Of

all English woods, the holly is the whitest, and is

rendered still more so by boiling ; it is, when very

good, used for inlaying, in imitation of ivory. Box

is the hardest and toughest of our woods ; when

cut plank-wise, it is apt to warp, if not well sea-

soned ; but its yellow colour, if highly polished, is

much admired, and it will receive the most delicate

patterns ; it is also used as a substitute for ivory.

The foreign woods are those most prized by the

ornamental turner, on account of their hardness,

and the beautiful polish which can be given to them.

Cocoas, or the wood of the palm, is much used for

all kinds of ornamental work. It is of a beautiful

brown, streaked with darker veins, and is found in

^he West Indies.

Ring wood is extremely hard, of a chocolate
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brown, with black veins ; it is a good wood for turn-

ing, and comes from Brazil.

Partridge and leopard woods, tulip and snake

woods, are also frequently used ; the latter is of a

very deep red, and very hard.

Calamander wood, a tree growing in the island

of Ceylon, is very hard and heavy, and the veins

in it most beautifully shaded. The principal colours

are a fine chocolate, sometimes deepening almost

into black, then gradually shading into a cream

colour. It is a very hard wood, and takes a high

polish.

African thorn is of a beautiful dark colour, and

much prized when it can be obtained good, which is

rarely the case.

Ebony, an exceedingly hard, smooth, foreign

wood, is much admired by turners. The best is a

jet black, free from any veins, and receiving a very

high polish. There is some difficulty in keeping

woods to prevent them from warping or cracking.

The foreign woods, particularly, being usually very

dry, often open in fissures while working. The best

method of preserving them is to place them in a

cool and rather damp place, and to rub a little oil
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now and then over the outsides, to keep them moist.

If the wood is sufficiently large to allow of its being

quartered, the danger of its splitting is much less

;

but the foreign woods are rarely large, as the trees

are generally very high, but small in circumference.

If foreign woods cannot easily be obtained, box wood

and holly may be stained so as greatly to resemble

them. The dying woods to be used must be in small

chips or raspings. When the wood is ordered to be

brushed over several times with the fluid, it should

be dried between each time. If the stain is wished

to be very deep, the wood should be boiled in the

stain.

TO STAIN WOOD RED.

Mix two ounces of Brazil wood, and two of

potash, in a quart of water; let them remain in a

warm place for some days, stirring them occasion-

ally. With this boiling liquid, brush over the wood

till it becomes of the requisite colour ; then dissolve

two ounces of alum in a quart of water, and, while
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the wood is wet, brush it over with it. For a pink

or a rose red, use double the quantity of potash.

A YELLOW STAIN.

Steep one ounce of turmeric in a pint of spirits

of wine ; let it stand for several days. Brush the

wood over with it. A red yellow is made by adding

to the above a little gum tragacanth.

A BLACK STAIN.

Brush the wood with a hot decoction of logwood,

then with common ink.

A PURPLE STAIN.

Boil one ounce of logwood and two drachms of

Brazil wood in a quart of water, over a moderate

fire. When one-half is evaporated, strain it, and

brush the wood over with it. When dry, brush it

over with a solution composed of a dram of pearl-

ash in a pint of water.
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A MAHOGANY STAIN.

For a light stain, mix two ounces of madder anrl

one of fustic in a quart of water, and boil them all

together ; a darker stain is made by using half an

ounce of logwood in the place of the madder, and

then brushing the wood -with a weak solution of

potash.

All hard woods are easily polished ; first, they

are made perfectly smooth and even, with the turn-

ing tools, after which rub them with sand paper,

then wdth Dutch rushes, which, to prevent their

breaking into small pieces, should be steeped in

water. While using these, make the lathe turn

quickly round, sometimes one way, sometimes the

other, to prevent any unevenness, and keep moving

the sand paper, &c. &c., or the edges are apt to cut

lines. When this is done, and the work looks

smooth, rub over it a drop or two of olive oil, wipe

it clean with its own shavings, take it off the lathe,

and brush it with a very hard brush, the same as

those used for blacking leather.

As it is impossible to turn w^ell unless your tools
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are in good order, great care must be taken to keep

them very sharp. If a bit of the steel splits away,

as is frequently the case in turning hard woods,

grind it down till it becomes even again, then rub it

on the Turkey stone, with a little olive oil, till the

edge is so sharp that you cannot see it ; for the

gouges and hollow tools, thick Turkey stones, round-

ed at the edges, are sold, which enter into the

groove, and the outer edges are rubbed on the flat

stone.

As soon as the turner becomes quite master of

his tools, he will find ivory much pleasanter to work

than wood ; it is not so liable to split, it turns

smoother, polishes with less trouble, and shows any

ornamental work much better than wood. But then

it is very expensive, and very difficult to obtain

good and white. New ivory may be bleached by

exposing it in the sunshine, and wetting it constant-

ly, or it will crack ; but till the ivory is cut up, you

cannot tell whether it will be good or not. Pieces

may be bought cheaper that have a hollow in the

middle, they serve very well for pedestals of vases.

by screwing another bit into the hole, or for boxeS;

by gluing in a piece of ebony to fit the hollow.
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Ivory is polished before ornamenting, with putty

powder, ground very fine, rubbed on with a piece

of linen dipped in water, dry it, and rub very hard

with a bit of felt, and the polish will be beautiful.

But after it is ornamented, polish only with a brush

dipped in water and chalk, or even in plain water.

For dying ivory, it is first necessary to cleanse it

from the grease w^hich it always contains, more or

less, and which would prevent its receiving the stain

or dye. For this purpose, mix half a pound of

nitre in an equal quantity of water, tie a string

round the pieces of ivory, and dip them in while

the liquor is hot, then plunge them into cold water.

TO DIE IVORY RED.

Take half a pound of pieces of scarlet cloth, put

them into a clean earthen pot ; add one ounce of

soft soap, after which pour in three quarts of soft

water. Boil all together for half an hour, stirring

it frequently, and squeeze the cloth several times,

to extract the colour. When this is done, have

ready an earthen vessel, put into it as much pul-

verized alum as will lie upon a sixpence, pour the
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scarlet liquid over it, and extract all the colour

from the cloth by pressing it in a canvas bag.

Steep the ivory in this liquor till it becomes of the

proper scarlet.

BLACK DYE.

Boil a quarter of a pound of logwood shavings

in a quart of water, in an earthen vessel, for half

an hour. Steep the ivory in it.

On taking the ivory out of these boiling liquors,

immerse it instantly in cold water, to prevent its

cracking.

ELLIPTIC TURNING.

This machine is frequently called, by those who

do not understand the ellipse, an oval chuck ; but

it is not oval, for an oval expresses an object that

is smaller at one end than at the other. Fig. 1,

plate 3, is a front view of the machine. I K is the

iron plate to which all the parts (except the ring,

hereafter described) are fastened. A screw, similar

to that on the nose of the mandrel, is riveted to

6*
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this plate, fig. W, and upon it whatever you wish to

turn is fixed. Fig. 2 exhibits a back view of this

machine ; at each of the four corners there is a

short square pillar, marked D. Within these are

two narrow ribs of steel, reaching the whole length

of the plate I K. Each of them, being bevelled,

forms an angular groove, reaching all its length.

By means of these grooves the slider, F, moves up

and down.

When the slider is in its place, two pieces of

steel, M M, bear upon the side pieces, to which,

and to the plate, I K, they are firmly attached by

four screws, X X X X. The plate, F, being cast

in the same piece as the slide, cannot be thrown out

of its place, but moves in a longitudinal direction

only, the nut, L, acting as a stop to prevent its

going too far. The space between the end pieces,

M M, is just equal to the diameter of the ring, 0,

Fig. 3, upon the outside of which they revolve

when the nut is screwed upon the mandrel. Two

arms, R R, are connected with it, and in each there

is a groove extending nearly their whole length.

This machine is connected with the lathe, and its

motion obtained as follows :—E E, fig. 4, represents
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a headstock, through which two holes are drilled,

the centres of w^hich are precisely in a line with the

centre of the mandrel, M ; the ring is fastened to

the headstock bj two screws, I I, the shanks of

which pass through the grooves and through the

holes in the headstock. When the ring is in this

position, it will be perceived that it can only move

from side to side, and its centre must always be in

the same horizontal line with that of the mandrel.

Now screw upon the mandrel the nut, L, fig. 2.

The plate, I K, if set exactly opposite the mandrel,

will revolve in a circle ; but if the centre of the ring

be the least in the world on one side of the man-

drel, it will revolve in an ellipse. When, therefore,

the work is fastened to the screw, W, it is quite as

easy to turn an ellipse as on the ordinary lathe to

turn a cylinder.

Of course, the slider must move with great steadi-

ness and freedom, to effect w^hich, very great accu-

racy in the workmanship must be observed. Figs. 5

and 6 are two different views of the machine,—5 is

the side, 6 the end view.

To turn a hollow sphere, the convex surface is

first turned, and perfectly smoothed and finished ; it
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must then be bored with a centrebit, to make an

aperture sufficiently large to admit the tool, fig. 7,

plate 1, with which the interior must be worked

away. As, however, it would require a large aper-

ture to enable you to hollow out the whole sphere,

it is preferable to make six openings with the centre-

bit, each in a line with the centre ; they must also

be made at equal distances from each other, and

every hole must be at right angles with all the rest,

except one, which is exactly opposite to it. Place

the sphere in a chuck, with the middle of any two*

of the holes in a line with the axis of the mandrel;

turn out as much as you can of the first hole, then

bring the other holes forward and do likewise ; at

last the excavations will be cut through.

To turn the Chinese balls, which are so much

admired for their beauty and curious workmanship,

we are told to proceed as follows :—As they are

composed of spheres one within the other, the holes

must be just deep enough to leave the thickness

between each little more than the diameter of the

smallest sphere. The work must be begun by form-

ing the innermost sphere, and afterwards it must be
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continued regularly on to the larger, till at last the

outer sphere is completed.

An immense, almost an endless, variety of figures

may be worked in the lathe by carefully regulating

the tools. Beautiful flowers in ivory, equal to the

Chinese carving, are formed by the experienced

turner, with small wheels and other instruments:

medallions, even, are executed in the lathe, with

machinery so constructed that the tool follows on

the wood the exact lines of the head that is being

copied.

Gold and silver ornaments, such as watches,

snuff-boxes, and other trinkets, are worked with

what is called a rose engine
;
plates with patterns

indented upon them are fastened upon the mandrel

:

the screw regulates the tool, which produces an

exact counterpart of the pattern.

Many of the copper cylinders used in printing

calicoes afford curious specimens of engraving in

the lathe. It is impossible to imagine any thing

more beautiful than the effect produced, and a whole

web of linen is printed by them in a very few mi-

nutes. The methods employed in this kind of turn-

ing by the various artists who practice it are but
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little known ; and, indeed, to look at the patterns

produced, it would be supposed that the graver must

have been used to form them. A general idea of

the nature of the work is all we are enabled to give.

The pattern intended for the cylinder must be cut

upon a small steel wheel, which revolves upon an

axis. This wheel is then to be held against the

copper cylinder, wdiicli, quickly revolving in the

lathe, carries it round, and receives from it the im-

pression of its pattern. The wheel operates like a

punch, but the roughness it makes on the edge of

the work is easily polished down.

Having now finished the directions for concentric

and elliptic turning, we will, before beginning the

ornamental parts of this interesting art, beg to im-

press upon the minds of our readers that they must

never be discouraged by failure in their first at-

tempts, even though they may be subjected to many

disappointments ; for, as the Bard of Avon expresses

it. -

" Oft expectation fails, and most oft there

Where most it promises ; and oft it hits

Where hope is coldest, and despair most sits."
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ECCENTRIC TURNING.

This name includes all the various, beautiful, and

intricate work for which the powers of a lathe are

so justly celebrated, and which, once seen, must be

admired by all who love the fine arts and examine

the powers of machinery. The eccentric cutter, the

drill, the eccentric chuck, and the universal, or ver-

tical cutter, are all indispensable for those who wish

to perform ornamental turning, and with them the

most delicate and intricate patterns can be worked

with a precision and accuracy that are truly wonder-

ful. A sliding, or parallel, rest is absolutely neces-

sary for turning patterns, as upon it, in some de-

gree, depends their exactness. Fig. 1, plate 5, is

the drawing of one. The foot. A, screws firmly to

the bed of the lathe, like the common rest, and the

upper part fits into the socket, B, and, by means of

the nut, C, is turned in any direction you wish.

D D is a bed of steel, five or six inches long

;

through the groove down the middle is a screw which

passes from one end to the other, and, by turning

the squarehead, E, the tool slider, J, is pushed
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backwards or forwards, while the rest itself remains

stationary. The steel bed is graduated. Between

the bed and the screw, E, is a small brass wheel,

divided into numbers, Gr ; this regulates the posi-

tion of the tool. The tool slider, J, fits into the

bed, H, and slides in and out ; J is the part where

the tool slips in, and it is kept firm bj a screw, K.

The handle draws it to and from the work, and the

nuts I I, regulate the depths of the cuts. The

tools belonging to this rest, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, are of

steel, about two inches long, and are ground to dif-'

ferent angles : there are various sizes of each. When

you intend to ornament a piece of wood or ivory,

first turn it quite round, and smooth it with the

common tools
;
you must then make the surface

perfectly flat, and to accomplish this, adjust the

sliding rest at a proper distance, put in one of the

round-ended tools. No. 5, let it just touch the wood

by setting the screws, II; put the lathe in motion,

and gently approach the tool to the work ; if it cuts

• too deep, tighten the screws a little more ; if too

little, push the screw forward. Keep the tool

steadily up to the work by pressing on the lever, S,

which impels the tool to slide forward, then, with
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the right hand, turn the head, E, by means of a

handle, P, which will thus enable the tool slide to

run from one end of the brass bed to the other, at

the same time that the lathe is turning rapidly

round, and thus the surface of the wood is rendered

perfectly smooth, level, and polished. Sometimes,

however, it will require to be worked over in this

manner three or four times before it becomes qiiite

flat; and frequently, even when it appears level,

there will still be a hollow in the middle, which will

quite destroy the accuracy of the patterns : to dis-

cover whether this is the case or not, take the T

square, see plate 1, fig. R
;
place it with its edge

against the wood : if you can see light between it

and the work, the surface cannot be even, and re-

quires smoothing over again. The next process is

to cut very delicate circles all over the work, at re-

gular distances : this is done to take off the bright

look of the wood, that the patterns may appear to

greater advantage. Put into the tool slide a double

angular tool, No. 4 ; adjust it so as to make a dis-

tinct, but still delicate, cut into the wood. Make

one cut in the middle of the work ; move the brass

wheel, G, one number, or from 1 to 2 ; make a second
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cut ; move to 3, then to 4, and so on : each chicle

you will find enlarges gradually, till you arrive at

the end of the wood. Pattern 1, plate 6, is a spe-

cimen of this work ; but remember, it is merely a

preparation for other patterns. In doing side worh,

as the side of a box, or a knitting-case, unscrew the

screw C, and turn the brass bed of the rest round

till in a line with it, then proceed as directed for

face work. The wood being ready, we will now go

on to give a description of the eccentric cutter,

plate 5, fig, 2. Like the tool slider, it fits into the

sliding rest, but now it is no longer the work which

moves round and the tool stationary, but the wood

remains firmly fixed while the tool rapidly revolves

and cuts the patterns. For this purpose, it is ob-

viously necessary that the fly wheel should turn the

cutter, while the small wheel remains immovable.

Several methods are used to perform this : the one

given plate 4, fig. K, is the easiest. The frame

here represented should be of iron, firmly screwed

to the bench of the lathe, and of sufficient height

to be about a foot above the head of the workman.

In front is a spindle, which works in two nuts. No.

1 1, exactly in a line with the mandrel. Two
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wooden wheels, No. 2 2, are fastened to this spindle

;

the one on the left hand remains stationary over the

fly wheel of the lathe, by which it is turned , the

other slips backwards and forwards, according to

the work it is required to do. Take off the usual

catgut from the fly-wheel, and pass a long one over

it, and over the small w^heel on the overhead frame,

No. 2. When the cutter, 2, plate 5, is fixed in the

slide rest, draw the other small wheel on the spin-

dle. No. 2, forward, till just above the rest, then

pass a catgut over it, and round the small brass

wheel, B, of the cutter, and the whole will turn

together. The brass wheel of the lathe must then

be fixed at one particular number. It is usually

divided into three hundred and sixty divisions, each

marked by a small hole in the brass wheel, as in

fig. A, plate 4, and it is by properly dividing the

numbers on this plate that the accuracy of the pat-

terns depends ; to keep the wheel steady, a small

steel key, A, plate 4, is slipped into the brass knob, 0,

plate 4, and the other end, being pointed, enters into

one of the small holes, say the one marked 360

;

the work is then immovable until you remove the

kev into another hole. The cutter itself is of brass,
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witli a spindle, C, which works in two brass collars.

At one end is the wheel, B, by which it is turned,

at the other a steel frame, T D, which is marked on

the upper edge in small lines, E, to regulate the

quantity of eccentricity. The steel tool-box, F,

holds the tool, which is kept firm by a small screw

underneath. By means of a screw through the

frame, D D, similar to that of the sliding rest, the

tool is pushed backwards and forwards, and cuts a

large or a small circle. G is the nut that moves

it, and it also is divided into numbers. This cutter,

for many patterns, is quite as useful as the eccentric

chuck, but, in conjunction with the former, is in-

valuable, and the patterns performed by them may

be multiplied according to the taste and genius of

the turner. The two screws, H H, fix the depth of

the cut ; the wheel of the sliding rest determines

the necessary distance, that of the cutter the eccen-

tricity, while the brass wheel keeps the pattern ac-

curate. The tools, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, plate 5, are

of various forms and sizes : care must be taken not

to break them, and the cutter must be constantly

well oiled with olive oil ; the holes, K K, are made

to receive it. In using this tool, make the wheel
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of the lathe go very quick, but approach the tool

very gently and slowly to the work. The better to

do this, the lever, S, is used ; it enters into one of

the holes in the side of the cutter, and into a

similar one in the sliding rest, so that by a slight

pressure the tool is impelled gently forward. There

are generally about two dozen tools shaped like

those in the plate, but of various sizes.

To imitate the second pattern, plate 6, which, it

will be perceived, is a number of circles, slide the

cutter towards the edge of the work by turning the

screw of the slide rest, then, . to make the outer

circle of the border, turn the small nut, G, of the

cutter six times round
;
put a double angular tool

into the tool box, screw it firmly, adjust your cutter

by the screws, H H, to the proper distance, and

stop your wheel with the steel key at 360. Cut

one circle, alter your wheel thirty numbers, cut

another circle, then thirty numbers more, till the

twelve circles are all cut. This done, alter the

wheel fifteen numbers, which will make the circle

cut half through two of the former ones, then move

30, as before, till the twelve are done. For the

small inner circles turn the nut, G, of the cutter
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two turns back, to reduce the size, and move 30 as

before. The pattern in the middle is still circles,

though differently arranged. Draw back the cutter

till a little past the middle of the work, then un-

screw the nut, G, fifteen turns, cut one circle, move

tjie brass wheel 15, cut another ; move 15, cut

another ; then move 45, cut another ; move 15,

then 15, and so on till all are finished.

Third pattern.—Set the cutter at five turns, and

move five numbers on the brass wheel for every

circle. For the middle pattern, turn the nut of the

cutter eight times, move ninety numbers on the

wheel, till four circles are cut ; then move 45, cut

another ; then 90 again. To make the small cir-

cles, turn the nut, G, backward two turns, and

move 90 as before, for the four first circles ; then

move 45 ; then 90 to the end.

Fourth.—The border of this pattern is the same

as the one in No. 3, only you place a piece of wood

about a quarter of an inch in depth across the bed

of the lathe, letting it pass half under the slide

rest ; screw the rest down firmly, and proceed as

above. By thus raising the rest in a slanting posi-

tion, half the circle only is cut, which has a very
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pleasing eiFect. For the centre pattern, set the

cutter at a small circle, cut one in the middle,

having the wheel fixed at 360. Then move the

brass wheel of the slide rest, plate 5, three num-

bers for each circle ; these done, return to the mid-

dle circle and continue the same to the other end.

Then move the brass wheel of the lathe to 45, and

repeat as above, three numbers for each circle, till

the next row is finished ; then again move forty-five

numbers on the large wheel ; and so on to the end.

Fifth pattern.—Set the cutter at a large circle,

the brass wheel at 360. Move 5 for four circles,

then move 15, then 4 four times more, then 15

again, and so on to the end. For the middle, set

the cutter to a small circle, and move the brass

wheel of the lathe 90 four times.

Sixth pattern.—Set the cutter to the largest cir-

cle it will make, begin in the middle of the work,

set the wheel at 360, and move ten every time.

To assist the beginner, a drawing is given of the

wheel, supposing the largest number to be 360, A,

plate 4. By this the numbers are all arranged ; a

table of the divisions is also given ; for on the

proper and accurate calculation of the numbers de-
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pends the exactness of the patterns. The plate on

the wheel divided at 144 is the plate for marking

half-circles and arcs, as in plate 12, fig. 3, which

shall be described hereafter. These patterns are

very beautiful, and, from the arcs being gradually

reduced in size, they have a curious and elegant ap-

pearance, but they cannot be worked without an

eccentric chuck.

THE DRILL.

The drill is a most useful auxiliary to the eccen-

tric cutter, not only for drilling holes, which it does

with great nicety and speed, but also for making

mouldings and patterns of various kinds. Unlike

the cutter, which moves either in a large or small

circle, the drill can only work upon its own centre,

and therefore the size of the pattern depends upon

the tool placed in it, its position being regulated by

the screw in the sliding rest, into which it slips like

the cutter. It is turned by a rope exactly the same

as in the directions already given for the ecsentric

cutter, and greatly resembles it in shape, except at

the end, A, plate 7, which is made just to receive
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the tool, and a small screw keeps it firm. Suppose

you wish to ornament any thing—say, the pen-holder,

plate 9—with concave mouldings, as in A. Having

set the rest, by the aid of the T square, exactly in

the same slanting direction, put a round-ended tool,

No. 3, into the drill, set it to the proper distance,

fix the brass wheel at 360, cut a round hole ; move

the wheel to 72, cut another, and so on till five are

drilled ; then, without altering the rest, put in a

smaller round-ended drill, hold it by means of the

lever well up to the work, make the large wheel go

very quick, and slowly turn the screw of the slide

rest, so as to impel the drill which ever way you

wish. Do not cut too deep at first, or you will

break the tool; if a great depth is required, go

over in the same line three or four times. This

done, count 72, as before, and proceedrthe same ; the

pattern will have the appearance of the pen-holder

in the drawing. The end, B, after being turned

to the shape, is ornamented in small holes, that

resemble a honey-comb, in the same manner, with a

round-ended drill ; counting so as to make them fit

nicely between each other. To do this, you must

be able to subdivide your first numbers. Thus, sup-
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LIST OF NUMBERS ON THE SMALL WHEEL AND
ECCENTRIC CHUCK.

LATHE WHEEL. CHUCK WHEEL.

No of No. of A No. of No. of w No. of No. of n

".ivi^ions cuts to :§! divisions cuts to « S3 divisions ~ cuts to Sl
for comp'ete o g for complete for complete Se

one cut. the circle. c one cut. the circle.
c

one cut. the circle. 3
a

1 360 1 96 1 120
2 180 2 48 2 60 _^
3 120 .^^ 3 32 3 40
4 90 4 24 4 30
5 72 5 19 1 5 24
6 60 6 16 6 20
7 51 3 7 13 5 7 17 1

8 45 8 12 8 15
9 40 9 10 6 9 13 3

10 36 10 9 6 10 12
11 32 8 11 8 8 11 10 10
12 30 12 8 12 10
13 27 9 13 7 5 13 9 3
14 25 10 14 6 12 14 8 8
15 24 15 6 6 15 8
16 22 8 16 6 16 7 8
17 21 3 17 5 11 17 7 1
18 20 18 5 6 18 6 12
19 18 18 19 5 1 19 6 6
20 18 20 4 16 20 6
21 17 3 21 4 12 21 5 15
22 16 8 22 4 8 22 5 10
23 15 15 23 4 4 23 5 5
24 15 24 4 24 5
25 14 10 25 3 21 25 4 20
26 13 22 26 3 18 26 4 16
27 13 9 27 3 15 27 4 12
28 12 24 28 3 12 28 4 8
29 12 12 29 3 9 29 4 4
30 12 — 30 3 6 30 4
31 11 19 31 3 3 31 3 27
32 11 8 32 3 — 32 3 24
33 10 30 33 2 30 33 3 21
34 10 20 34 2 28 34 3 18
35 10 10 35 2 26 35 3 15
36 10 — 36 2 24 36 8 12
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pose you drill a round hole at 1, 40, 80, and so on

till jou come to 360, these numbers can be divided

by beginning the next row (which must be begun

the breadth of the tool from the former one, by

turning the slide-rest screw half, or a whole turn,

according to the breadth of the tool) at 20, then

count forty numbers as before ; but if you had

taken forty-five instead of forty for your number,

you could not have divided it evenly in the second

row, so as to make the holes intersect each other.

Be very careful to remember how many times you

turn the slide-rest wheel, that each cut may be of

equal length. There are generally about four

dozen tools belonging to the drill, of various sizes,

but of the shapes given in plate 7. Nos. 1 and 2

drill large or small holes, as for instance, round the

sides of a turned pincushion, or needle-book, for

the stitches to go through ; 3 is used to make con-

cave mouldings, or to cut quite through the work in

straight lines, as in the lighter case, E, plate 9.

This pattern looks very pretty, and is quite easy,

if your work is turned sufficiently thin ; it should

be lined with coloured velvet. No. 4 makes con-

cave mouldings flat at the bottom ; these tools are
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also used to cut round dots : 5, cuts small or large

beadings, which give great lightness and finish to

the work. Having made a moulding with the hol-

low tool No. 2 of the slide rest, choose a beading

tool that just fits the moulding, put it in your drill,

set it to cut sufficiently deep to be quite round at

the top ; having cut one, count by the brass wheel

the proper distance, to make them fit close, but

without one spoiling the shape of the other ; the

round dots on the bottom of the lighter case are

intended to represent these beads. Tool No. 6

cuts mouldings of the same shape as the drawing.

In using this and the tools Nos. T and 8, be careful,

after the first cut, where you place them for the

second, to make them fit ; and in using all the drill

tools, make the lathe go as quick as you can, but

move your tool very slowly^ and keep the drill slide

well oiled.

These tools are also useful for cutting out the

edges of work in Vandykes, as in the top of the

lighter case, E, for which pattern the tool No. 8

was used, the gimped edge being cut with No. 2

;

the end of the needle-case, D, in plate 9, is done

with a round-ended drill, No. 3, in the same man-
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ner as directed for the end of the pen-holder. In

the patterns Nos. 1 and 6 of plate 11, the straight

lines near the centre are cut with the round-ended

drill.

GONEOMETER.

All the eccentric tools require the greatest care

in sharpening, and the above ingenious machine has

been invented for this purpose ; it is represented at

P, in plate 4. The upper part, 1, is a plate of

brass, the outer edge, 2, is graduated as high as 50

each way, beginning at the tongue, 3. Beyond the

numbers is a groove, in which one end of the tool

slide, 4, slips, and is firmly fixed (so as to point to

any of the numbers that suit the angle of the tool)

by a nut underneath. The whole plate, 1, is raised

and lowered at pleasure by a small hinge at 5, and

the requisite height is fixed and settled by counting

the numbers on the steel tongue, 3. Underneath

is another brass bed with two feet, upon which the

machine rests, while the front part leans forwards

and rests upon the end, 5. The box that contains

the goneometer has three drawers in it ; the first is

lined with brass, except for about three inches m
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widtli, which space is covered with fine Turkey

stone. To use this machine, take out this drawer,

iaj the feet of the goneometer on the brass, put the

slide-rest tool, No. 4, into the tool box, screw it

firm, then slide the tool box along the groove till it

arrives at the proper angle, say 45 ; fix it with the

nut underneath, then raise the whole brass plate, 1,

sliding it along the tongue, 3, till at the exact

height necessary for the tool to touch the Turkey

stone. Rub it backwards and forwards upon it

with oil. When one side is sharp, move the tool

slide to the opposite angle, to sharpen the other.

The small eccentric tools are placed in the steel

case, U, and the case fits into the tool slide.

CIRCULAR REST.

The rest we have already described, called the

Parallel Rest, works, as its name sufficiently ex-

presses, in a straight line ; it is therefore useless for

ornamenting spherical objects, and the circular rest

has lately been invented to supply this deficiency.

It is a most ingenious contrivance, and perfectly

fulfils the purpose for which it was invented.

The bed, A A, is the same as in the parallel rest,
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and screws in the same way to the bed of the lathe.

B is a brass socket and pillar, which support the

bed C, in which the tool box slides ; they are formed

in the same piece with the lower bed, L L, and

firmly fixed into the lower part, which is grooved,

by four brass-headed screws, N N. The grooves

enable the whole socket and tool box to slide back-

wards and forwards on the bed of steel, D D, and

by means of the screw which passes through it the

workman regulates the advance or retreat of the

rest to or from the work in a straight line, while the

lower part remains stationary. The small wheel,

E, is graduated, and turned by a key, to enable the

turner to count the distance. F is a steel spindle,

which works in two brass collars, G G ; about half-

way down. The spindle is formed into a screw, 0,

which turns upon the brass wheel, H, and by moving

the nut, J, moves the whole rest in a circular direc-

tion, in the same way that the screw in the steel

bed, D D, impels it in a straight line : by this inge-

nious contrivance all objects that are round or

spherical can be ornamented : such as balls, the

globular sides of vases, or small baskets, in every

variety of pattern. The learner will easily discover
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the proper method of using this rest, which is very

simple in its mechanism and use. The nut, K, is

for setting the tool slider at diiferent angles, the

same as in the parallel or sliding rest ; the tools to

De employed are those of the above-mentioned rest.

THE VERTICAL, OR UNIVERSAL CUTTER.

Plate 7.

This cutter, which also fits into the slide rest, is

different from the others ; and, as its name denomi-

nates, the patterns it can cut are almost endless, for

it may be turned in any direction. The bed of the

slide is the same as with the drill ; at the end,

No. 1, is a screw, which, when turned by the key, B,

inclines the tool-holder, 2, to any angle that may

be required, and it is regulated by the lines on the

brass plate, 3, which are marked by a small steel

point ; so that if you wish to cut ont a pattern

slanting to the right, and another to correspond

slanting to the left, you have only to mark the num-

oer on the plate, w^here you cut the first, and then

with the key move the cutter to the same positicn

on the opposite side. When the tool-holder, 2.
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stands straight, as in the plate, the tool cuts hori-

zontally : when it is screwed down to the last line

on the plate, it cuts perpendicularly, but the cut al-

ways scoops out ; and by putting the tool as far out

of the holder as you can, the cut will be larger, and

the scoop deeper. The back support of the pulley,

4, moves with the tool-holder ; and the pulleys, 5,

correspond with each ; the back one is turned in

the same direction as the front one, by unloosing

the screw, 6. The gut, after passing over the

pulley on the over-head frame, comes through the

two back pulleys of the cutter and round the front

one, as in the plate ; but when the cutter is screwed

flat, a short cord, the same as that used for the

drill, is sufficient ; and the back pulleys are then

not necessary. This tool requires constant oiling

at D D, for the friction is very great ; it also de-

mands much care and delicacy in using it, as it

must not be incautiously thrust against the wood,

or it will stick fast, and not turn round. There are

about four dozen tools, all of the shapes given in

the plate, but of various sizes. This cutter slides

into the slide rest, and the depth of the cut is, as

usual, regulated by the screws at the end, and the

8*
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cutter is brought to the work bj the aid of the same

lever as is used for the drill and eccentric cutter.

The patterns cut bj this tool are counted and regu-

lated by the numbers on the brass wheel, as with

the others. When the turner has once tried it, he

will readily discover its advantages for all kinds of

ornamental work, particularly for the sides of boxes,

needle-cases, and many other articles ; but it is

needless to give many drawings of the patterns, as

they much depend upon the taste of the turner.

One beautiful design for a lighter case, or small

basket, is worked with this cutter with a flat-ended

tool. Turn the work very thin, chuck it firmly,

make one cut deep enough to allow the tool just to

cut through, and no more. Count thirty on the

brass wheel of the lathe every time ; the next row

make the cut deeper, so that the opening will be

larger, then move 60. By this means a piece of

ivory will be left standing out, with openings cut

between, which, when lined with coloured velvet,

looks light and elegant. This row count sixty

every time ; the next, thirty, as at the beginning.

The needle-case in plate 9, fig. K, is entirely

ornamented with this cutter in a variety of patterns.
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Figs. 1, 3, 4, and 8, are worked with the flat and

round-ended tools ; 2, with the tool No. 6 ; 5 with

the tool 3 ; 7, with 4 ; and 6 with No. 6.

The bottle, B, is also ornamented with the same

tools. It is hollow down the neck, and is intended

to contain a tin or glass of water ; in the stopper is

glued a small camel's-hair brush, which rests in the

water, and is meant to be used for wetting postage-

stamps, and fastening them upon letters. The

bottom of the neck unscrews at fig. 1, and the part

below it is hollowed out like a box, to hold the

stamps. The neck is ornamented in steps. Set

the cutter quite flat, facing the side of the work

;

use the tool No. 5 ; cut one line, move the brass

wheel of the lathe just far enough to make the

second cut join the first, and the same all round.

In the next row make the first cut half-way be-

tween the others ; thus, if you have begun at the

numbers, 1, 6, 12, in the second row begin at 3,

then go to 9, then to 15, and so on. Every row of

steps begins half-way through the former ones, and

for each row move the cutter on the slide rest the

breadth of the tool. The convex moulding at the

bottom of the neck is done by putting one of the
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hollow tools of the sliding rest into a handle, and

rounding the ornament with it. The other patterns

are all done with the same cutter, by placing the

tools at different angles. In the same plate, 9, the

two patterns F and G are very beautiful, they are

worked with the eccentric cutter. E resembles the

scales of fish lying one over another : put the most

angular tool, No. 5, (of the cutter tools,) into the

cutter ; describe a circle from the edge of the

middle line to the outer one ; cut one circle very

deep, move ten numbers on the brass wheel of the

lathe, and so on to the end.

The pattern, G, is worked exactly the same, only

a less angular tool, No. 4, is used, and fewer num-

bers are counted : it resembles leaves, one lying

over the other.

The stopper of the bottle, B, is also ornamented

with this cutter, and with an angular tool. First

turn the stopper quite circular, (the knob at the top

must be glued in afterwards.) Set the sliding rest

at a convenient distance, and place under it one of

the slide-rest tools, so as to raise it in an uneven

manner ; screw the rest firmly, and set the circle

just large enough to encircle half the stopper. By
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this means the tool cuts the under part of the

circle, and passes over the other half : this pattern

must be cut very deep, and about five numbers be

counted between each cut on the brass wheel of the

lathe.

D is another pattern for a stopper ; it is worked

with a round-ended drill. Cut the holes rather deep,

and as near as you can to one another, only leaving

a very little thin shell of ivory between them, and

the pattern will resemble a honeycomb. The lighter

case, E, is ornamented with the drill and vertical

cutter. Turn the upper part very thin, then drill

long lines quite through the ivory, leaving a space

between each ; this looks light and elegant, if lined

with coloured paper. The base is cut in steps with

the vertical cutter ; count twenty for each cut ; the

second row, make each cut between the former ones,

moving for each row the breadth of the tool. The

top is cut out in leaves with the drill tool No. 8.

To sharpen all these tools, use the goneometer,

taking care that you fix it exactly at the proper

angle, by counting the position by the numbers. If

you do not place the tool just at the right angle,

it will cut the patterns quite crooked.
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ECCENTRIC CHUCK.

" The centre mov'd—a circle straight succeeds

;

Another still, and still another spreads."

Perhaps the most useful of all the additions to

the lathe is this chuck, for by its aid the turner can

alter the centre of his work as he pleases, pro-

ducing a great variety of circular lines of different

sizes, and other ornaments, which cannot be at-

tempted without it. The tools are those already

described belonging to the slide rest, which latter,

when used with this chuck, assumes quite a differ-

ent character than when employed with the eccen-

tric and universal cutters and the drill. With these

three, it merely serves to mark, by aid of its screw,

the distance they require to be from the work, and

the position in which they are to be placed, but does

not assist in the size or form of the patterns to be

cut ; with the eccentric chuck, however, it is quite

different. The rest marks the size of the circles,

while the chuck fixes their position. Thus : sup-

pose you wish to cut a circle, or series of circles,

not as in the pattern, No. 1, plate 6, which begin

from the centre and gradually enlarge, but like
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those in No. 3 ; the slide rest must be set to the

proper position^ to enable the tool to cut the re-

quisite circlej and then the chuck must be screwed

down till the tool arrives opposite the exact place

where the pattern is to be worked. With this

chuck the over-head frame is no longer used ; the

brass and fly-wheels being employed together, as in

common turning, the chuck having a wheel of its

own by which to regulate the patterns. In the an-

nexed plate, fig. 1, is a front view of the eccentric

chuck ; fig. 2 is the same seen sideways.

A A are two brass plates, with a screw at the

back of them, as shown at P, fig. 2 ; by this screw

it fastens on to the mandrel of the lathe like a

common chuck. A A are so shaped as to admit of

D sliding up and down them, and the four screws

enable the slide to be tightened or loosened. Down

the middle of the chuck is a screw with a very fine

thread ; it is turned at either end by the square

head, 3, and thus D slides up and down at pleasure,

but cannot in any way get out of its proper posi-

tion, and, above all, can never shake in its bed. E
is a brass wheel divided into 120 teeth, upon which

the distances are calculated, the same as on the
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Other brass wlieel ; in the middle of it, F, is a

screw, the same in size as that on the mandrel,

upon which the chuck that holds the work must be

screwed. The wheel, E, has a spring screw, which,

by turning back the spring, H, enables you to move

the wheel round as many numbers as you wish, and

the steel point, K, marks the one you wish to set it

at. L is a small wheel with four numbers marked

upon it ; by setting it at 0, the steel screw passes

from line to line of the wheel, E, fig. 2 ; by turn-

ing it one line further, it stops at J ; another line, it

stops at J ; and a third, at J ; thus enabling you to

cut your patterns as fine and delicate as you like.

The square heads, 3 3, are placed at each end of

the chuck, so that the plate D can traverse the

whole length, and thus enable you to ornament a

square or an oblong piece of work ; both heads have

four numbers marked upon them, by which you re-

gulate the motions of the chuck. For instance,

when D D is screwed up level with the black line

0, the screw F will be exactly in the centre of the

lathe. Now, suppose the tool in the slide rest is

set to cut a very small circle, and you wish, having

done that one, to cut several others of the same
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size round it, thus, ^^f you must turn the chuck

down one turn by counting the numbers on the

square head. No. 3 ; and having cut one circle in

the proper place, count as many numbers on the

brass plate, E, as are necessary to make them fit

properly. Should you wish to make a second row

of circles larger than the first, besides turning down

the chuck, you must, to enlarge them, turn the

screw of the slide-rest one turn forwards. All the

patterns already given for the eccentric cutter can

be done equally well with the eccentric chuck, ex-

cept the border pattern in No. 4, which can only

be worked by the cutter. Patience, calculation,

and attention will enable you to perform the most

beautiful, minute, and intricate patterns with the

eccentric chuck ; but though I have endeavoured to

give many specimens, when printed they only in a

slight degree convey an idea of the real beauty of

this kind of turning ; the depth of the cut will

wholly alter the appearance of a pattern, and the

same circles cut with another shaped tool present

quite a different appearance ; in all, however, there is

one rule, which must never be forgotten—viz., be very

careful to make your wood or ivory 'perjectly smooth,
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flat, and even, before attempting to ornament it, or

you will be disappointed bj finding that your circles

are cut deep in one part and are scarcely visible in

another ; also remember to line it, as directed when

treating of the slide-rest, for this gives much effect

to the work.

Pattern 1, plate II. Begin by the shell. Having

smoothed and lined your wood, put a double angular

tool (No. 4 of the slide-rest tools) into your rest

;

turn the slide-screw till the tool is exactly in the

centre of your work, v/hen. if you move the wheel

round, you will find the tool will only cut a dot.

The outer circle is the one with which to commence

;

turn the slide-rest screw forwards ten whole turns,

and you will find you have the circle of the proper

size. Now approach the tool to the wood, cut the

circle carefully at first, till you decide on the proper

depth for the cuts ; then set your screw guides,

and proceed as follows. For the other ten circles,

move the eccentric chuck downwards half a turn,

and diminish their size by moving the slide-rest

screw backwards half a turn, so as to keep the

lower part of each circle in the same place. To

have a good effect, shells should be zvell cut up—
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that is, each circle should be of a sufScient depth

for the edge of the cut to meet the former one, and

thus efface the lines made in preparing the wood.

The rays from the centre are worked with the drill

;

put a fine round-ended tool, No. 3 of the drill tools,

into the drill
;
place it in the slide rest, stop the

fly-wheel, arrange the cords, and set the tool with

the screw guides to cut very little at first. By

means of the slide-rest screw, push the drill for-

wards till the tool touches the outer edge of the

shell ; hold it well up to the work with the lever

;

make the lathe go very quick, and move the drill on

the slide forwards very slowly, by turning the slide-

rest wheel round with the key 12 turns forwards,

then the same backwards. Move 12 numbers on

the eccentric chuck wheel for each of the other

middle lines, and cut them as above ; then move

the slide-rest half a turn forwards to shorten the

line, and move 1 number on the eccentric chuck

wheel, and cut a line moving the slide-rest 11 turns

forwards, by which it will be equally shortened at

each end. Move to the other side of the long lines

and do the same. The whole pattern is done in

this manner, counting one for every line on the
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eccentric chuck wheel, and gradually shortening

them by reducing the turns of the slide rest. For

the third pattern, which would look better done in

dots than in circles, take away the drill, put back

the slide rest tool-box, and take a flat-ended tool

;

set it to cut a dot about the same size as the circles,

just deep enough to efface the under lines, so that

each dot will look bright and shining. Having cut

one, count 2 on the eccentric chuck wheel for each

of the other 60 ; then screw the chuck downwards

2 turns, so that the next row may be just above

those already done ; cut five dots, counting 2 num-

bers for each, then pass over four and cut five more;

and so on to the end. The upper circle is worked

precisely the same as the lower one. The outer

pattern is done like the arc patterns in plate 12,

counting 5 for each arc on the eccentric chuck.

PATTERN 2.

The middle pattern is formed of eight shells,

with only four lines in each ; but these parts of

shells begin at the centre point, not round it, as in

the former pattern. Use a double angular tool,

Bcrew the tool slide out 10 turns, and the eccentric
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cliuck downwards^ till the outer or largest circle

just touches the centre ; cut one circle, move 15

numbers on the eccentric chuck wheel ; cut another,

and continue the same till the eight are done ; then

diminish each as directed for the shell, counting 15

for every circle. The second pattern, of rings one

within another, is worked with the same tool ; set

it to the centre point of the wood, screw it forwards

four turns, then screw the chuck downwards until

you can cut a circle just above the shells ; count 6

numbers on the eccentric chuck wheel for each of

the 20 : then diminish your circles by turning the

slide-rest screw backwards half a turn ; do the

second row, counting 6 as before, and the same for

the two inner ones. A still prettier way of doing

this pattern is to cut steps instead of circles. Put

a fine flat-ended tool into the slide, set it to cut a

circle the same circumference as the largest in the

pattern ; then reduce its size as before, and cut the

next deeper, by screwing out the screw guides a

very little ; the third is still smaller and deeper.

A little dot should remain in the middle, standing

up as high as the level of the wood ; to do this

pattern the wood must be thick, as the steps require
9*
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a certain depth. The outer pattern is done in the

same manner as that in pattern 1, only the numbers

are counted differently.

PATTERN 3.

Count 40 on the eccentric chuck wheel for each

of the three large circles, diminish one turn of the

eccentric chuck. Then diminish the circle two turns

of the rest screw, and lower the eccentric chuck

two turns, and cut a circle every 20 numbers ; the

others are done the same. For the second pattern

of circles, cut one for every number on the eccentric

chuck wheel ; then move one number on the eccentric

chuck wheel, and move the eccentric chuck down-

wards one turn, and cut a circle every 15 ; by

moving the chuck down, and advancing one number

every time, the circles are made to incline sideways.

The outer pattern is much the same as in the two

former ones.

PATTERN 4.

This is a double shell in the centre. Begin with

the large circle, having fixed the eccentric chuck

wheel at No. 120. Having cut one whole shell,
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move the wheel to No. 60, and work the other in

the same way. For the circles, keep the tool in the

same place on the slide rest, and screw the eccen-

tric chuck down two turns to clear the edge of the

shell ; cut one circle every 12 numbers on the ec-

centric chuck wheel, enlarge the circle by moving

the slide rest one turn forwards ; cut the second

row, and so on till the fourth or largest one is done,

then diminish the size for the other two without

altering the chuck, but counting the same. The

white dots are worked out with a flat-ended tool,

cutting one ever}^ six numbers on the eccentric

wheel ; then move your chuck downwards three

turns, and cut one every 12 ; this done, move back

to the former row to the dot that comes between

the circles, replace the double angular tool, enlarge

your circle, and cut one every 12 ; screw the chuck

downwards three turns, and proceed the same ; then

screw the chuck upwards one turn and a half, which

will bring your tool to a level with the middle of the

two former circles; move the eccentric chuck wheel

one number on each side of the former ones, and

the rosette will be finished. The border is formed

of plain circles, omitting 3 numbers every ninth cut.
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PATTERN 5.

The middle and second row of circles are too

simple to require explanation. For the clusters of

rings, begin with the middle row ; cut two a little

apart from each other, then one through the middle

of them, and so on to the end; set the eccentric

chuck wheel to th»e middle circle of one of the clus-

ters, and move the eccentric chuck downwards, till

the tool can cut through the middle of the others,

then upwards the same number of turns. The extra

half circle is made by moving the wheel of the lathe

with the hand, as for the arc patterns, and counting

th€ numbers on the eccentric chuck wheel, between

those already formed.

PATTERN 6.

This is merely a circle of shells, worked the same

as in pattern 1 ; only with this difference, that each

circle is done to correspond in each shell, instead

of working every one separately, which would be

more tedious ; 15 is counted on the eccentric chuck

wheel for each row of circles. The rays in the

middle are done with the drill ; these can also be
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done without an eccentric chuck ; the numbers must

then be counted on the flj-wheel, which, for this

kind of line work, is kept steady with the stop.

PATTERN 1, PLATE 12.

Cut a small circle, then one every 12 numbers on

the eccentric chuck wheel. Move the chuck down-

wards two turns, and the eccentric chuck wheel 1

number, either backwards or forwards ; if the

former, the rows of circles will incline to the right

;

if the latter, to the left. Proceed the same for

every row of circles, always counting twelve be-

tween each, and advancing the chuck 1 number at

the beginning of every new row.

PATTERN 2.

Begin with a small circle in the middle, then

turn the eccentric chuck down two turns, and cut

one every 15. For the other two rows proceed the

same, lowering the chuck two turns, and count-

ing 15 for each on the eccentric chuck wheel. For

the chain work, cut a circle every 15 near the edge;

then screw the eccentric chuck one turn upwards.
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move 1 on the eccentric chuck wheel on each side

of the others ; thus, if the upper row of circles

begin at 120, the second row will begin at Nos. 1

and 119, then at Nos. 14 and 16, and so on : the

third and fourth rows are the same as the two first

;

and the last is cut between the others.

Patterns 3 and 4 are called arc patterns, and are

worked in a different manner. In plate 4, fig. A
is a drawing of the brass fly-wheel of the lathe,

with the numbers marked upon it. D is a brass

circle half an inch wide, which is attached to it

:

and upon which are marked 144 lines, every 18 of

which is described by a number. B B are pieces

of brass which, by means of a groove in the edge

of the circle, fit upon two steel slides that fit into

the groove, and are kept firm by two nuts, which

fix them opposite any number you wish. P is a

long thin piece of steel, which enters by one end

the bed of the lathe, so as always to stand quite

upright, by which means, when the brass fly-wheel

is gently turned with the hand, the flat end of the

stop, P, catches upon the lower piece of brass, B,

and if you reverse the motion of the fly-wheel, the

other piece, B, will rest upon the stop, so that you
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will find the wheel can only turn half or three parts

round, just as you choose to set the stops. These

patterns, it will immediately be seen, are worked

with the hand, which must guide the wheel slowly

up and down ; therefore slip off the cord, and

having arranged a double angular tool in the slide

rest, hold it up to the centre of the work, put the

stop, P, into the hole, n, of the bed of the lathe,

and gently move the wheel till you find the extent

of circle you wish to cut ; fasten on one slide

firmly, then fix the other end of the arc, and fasten

the other slide. This done, approach the tool care-

fully to the wood, and cut the first long arc by

moving the fly-wheel with your left hand as far up

and down as the stop will allow ; then move 20

numbers on the eccentric chuck wheel for every one

of the other five arcs, and cut them in the same

way. After these are completed, move one number

on the eccentric chuck wheel and unscrew the

UPPER slide, and move it down as many lines as

you think fit, in order to shorten the next arc

;

count 20, as before, for every other of the 5. Each

row is worked the same, shortening the arcs and

advancing one number on the eccentric chuck wheel
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for each row. Pattern 4, and the border in patterr^

1, plate II., all are done in the same manner, only

counting differently. A great variety of arcs can

be worked, and have a very curious effect, but you

must be careful in cutting them not to let the tool

go too deeply into the wood or ivory, or it will

either stick fast, or else cut jagged, uneven arcs

;

rather prefer to spend more time over the work, by

working the arcs over and over again till the proper

depth is obtained.

These patterns will enable the learner easily to

discover and invent many others, all beautiful when

properly and neatly worked.

PATTERN 5.

Cut a circle every 24 numbers of the eccentric

chuck wheel. Lower the chuck one turn, and cut a

circle on each side of the former ones, so as to form

the five knots of threes. The edge is worked like

the arc patterns, making each half circle meet and

join with a dot, cut w^th a small flat-ended tool.

PATTERN 6.

For the border cut three circles, one for each

number on the eccentric chuck wheel, then cut
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another at 6, 7, and 8, and so on till all are done.

The pattern in the middle needs no explanation.

Plate 13 contains several specimens of eccentric

turning. The temple may be made either of wood

or ivory, and be left open, as in the plate, or have

a coloured card-board case made to fit inside it.

The upper and lower parts of the pillars, six in

number, are fluted with a round-ended drill, but the

middle parts are worked with the eccentric chuck,

and are curious specimens of its powers. They

much resemble a spiral staircase, and though at first

sight they may appear difiicult, yet they are not so

when properly explained. Begin by turning the

wood or ivory perfectly cylindrical with the slide-

rest tool. This done, screw your eccentric chuck

one turn downwards, and turn the screw of your

rest one turn forwards, moving 12 numbers on the

eccentric chuck wheel for every step. As this re-

quires great nicety, delicacy, and care, (the cuts

being very deep,) you must no longer depend upon

the lever to approach the tool (which is No. 1, of

the slide-rest tools) to the work ; instead of using

it, screw one of the screws, L, at the end of the

tool slider, to the deepest cut, and leave it so ; then,

10
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as you push the tool against the wood, gentlj un»

screw the other screw, L, till the first one prevents

its cutting any deeper. For every step, move

exactly the breadth of the tool. If the piece you

are working is thin and long, it will be necessary to

use the back puppet; in which case remember to

draw it away from the wood at every change of

movement ; for, of course, when the eccentric chuck

is altered, the centre of the work becomes altered

also. Nos. 1 and 2 of plate 13 are different pat-

terns for pillars, both worked without the eccentric

chuck. The depth of the cuts, it will immediately

be seen, form the steps. The rings now demand

our attention ; the tool used for forming them is

No. 6 of the slide- rest tools, plate 5; one side of

the tool cuts the outer ; the other, the inner part

of the rings. Put the tool into a handle, where it

must be held firm by a screw ; the same handle will

be very useful to hold the slide-rest tools for making

mouldings and delicate ornaments. The end of the

ring tool, No. 6, being very sharp, cuts a road for

itself into the wood or ivory, then press it gently to

the left, till you find one half of the ring is formed,

which will be seen by its filling up the half circle of
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the tool ; then remove the tool to the outside of the

work, and press the other side against it till the

ring falls off. It is a good way to turn a small cup

and line it with velvet, or some soft article, into

which to allow the rings to fall, as the delicate ones

would be apt to split by striking against the steel

bed of the lathe. To form the chain, cut the rings

carefully through on one side with a sharp penknife,

and slip them one through the other. The handles

of the temple are large rings, the pins they hang

upon are of wood. Flatten the knob either with a

file or a small saw, and drill a hole through it to

receive the ring; the pin is then glued into the

moulding.

The ball at the top is turned quite round, and

may be ornamented wth the circular rest. The ball

pendant from the chain is circular, except on one

side, where a small pin is left, through which drill a

hole and slip the ring through it. All the orna-

ments, pillars, and flutings may be made of separate

small pieces of ivory, which, when worked, are easily

fastened together by a strong cement made of isin-

glass melted in gin. The top of the temple may be

worked with the universal cutter, or the drill, and
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tlie feet are turned quite round, and then ornamented

with the eccentric cutter, as directed for the stopper

of the bottle, B, plate 9. The needle-case, E, in

plate 13, is also a specimen of curious turning ; the

whole thing should be of ivory, or else the twists of

ivory, and the pillar in the middle of cocoa, or some

dark wood. Turn the ivory perfectly cylindrical,

and hollow it very carefully ; this done, throw your

eccentric chuck four times outwards, the screw of

the sliding rest one turn downwards, and the eccen-

tric chuck wheel four numbers for each plate. The

other twists are each worked exactly the same, and

they must have a small pin left at either end, which

is glued into the moulding. Whea your centre

pillar is hollowed, fit the twists to it.

Another method for working this pattern is with

the aid of the drill, and by this means the twists

are in the same piece of ivory as the pillar. Having

formed a smooth cylinder, hollowed it out, and made

the screws, take your largest flat-ended drill, and

drill fifteen holes round the pillar, or one at every

eighth number of the eccentric chuck wheel. Your

ivory must be very thick, to enable the tool to cut

very deep. Having cut one row of holes, slowly
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and carefully, you must move the sliding rest for-

ward two turns, then cut another hole every eighth

number again ; do a third circle the same, moving

the chuck and slide the same every time. Now

examine your work, and see whether the twists

begin to appear. They should, as in the plate, be

quite separate from the ivory tube in the middle,

being only joined at the top and bottom. For this

no exact rule can be given, as it depends on the

circumference of the work : if very large, the tool

must cut very deep to detach it : but, after trying

two or three times by these directions, it will be

found quite easy. As the ivory twists are, of course,

very delicate, and the least jar in working is apt to

break, do not use the lever, but employ the screw

guides, as directed for the spiral turning. Line the

ivory before beginning the twists, and leave about

half an inch at each end, which you can ornament

with the cutter : this gives strength to the work.

For the same reason, it is advisable to cut one piece

of your ivory longer than the other : on the shorter

one make the outside screw, and below it about half

an inch of ornament ; on the other, make the inside

screw, and work it with the cutter to correspond

10*
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with the other part, quite bejond where the screw

extends. When scre^ved together, it will not be

perceived that the two pieces are not even ; and as

the part where the inner screw is worked is, of

course, thin, you would have no thickness for the

spiral pattern. When one end is finished, put a

fine double angular tool into your cutter, and very

carefully cut some circles at regular distances be-

tween the twists : this adds much to the curious

efiect of the patterns : to do it, work backwards,

counting the same numbers on the chuck wheel and

on the sliding rest as for the twists.

Patterns that are not cut deep can have the im-

pression taken ofi" on paper, either by slightly rub-

bing the wood over with printers' ink, and laying

upon it silver paper, which must be pressed down

upon it ; or by laying the paper on the wood, and

rubbing it well with a piece of lead melted into the

shape of a pencil. Patterns on ivory also look very

well by rubbing a little printers' ink well over them

till the lines are full of it, then wipe off the super-

fluous ink from the surface, and the design will be

black on a white ground.

An immense variety of most beautiful and intri-
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cate patterns are worked with the eccentric cutter,

in conjunction with the eccentric chuck ; indeed,

many of those formerly supposed to be only done

with the double eccentric chuck, invented by Mr.

Ibbetson, can be worked by these two when used

together, but they require much patience, and

knowledge of the powers of the eccentric chuck, to

enable the learner to use them properly. When the

eccentric cutter is used, always set the tool exactly

in the centre of the work, at its lowest degree, be-

fore you begin any pattern, or you will never be

quite sure that your work is done straight ; when

once you have settled the centre, the patterns will

diverge regularly and evenly from it. In the pat-

terns we are going to describe, the slide rest fixes

the position of the tool ; the chuck must be screwed

down to the proper situation to meet it, and the

cutter tool must then be screwed out to cut the

circle required.

PATTERN 1, PLATE 14.

This pattern is formed of four groups of circles,

containing seven in each. Your wood being per-

fectly smoothed and lined^ set the cutter tool (a
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double angular one) at its lowest degree, exactly in

the centre of the work, so that if moved it would

only cut a dot. Unscrew it eight or ten turns to

make a large circle, then by impelling the cutter

box forwards with the slide-rest screw, fix it &o that

the tool cuts the circle a little over the centre : ar-

range your screw guides : having cut one circle,

count 30 on the eccentric chuck wheel, and the

same for the other two. It will be observed that

these four groups go in straight lines, each towards

the edge of the work ; to perform this, in the six

following rows of circles, move the slide rest for-

wards half a turn, and the small wheel of the

eccentric chuck half a turn upwards for each row

of four circles, counting 30, as before, till the

twenty-eight are all done.

PATTERN 2.

Arrange the circle a little smaller than for pat-

tern 1, and on a level with the centre point of the

work. Set the chuck wheel at 120, cut a circle

;

then one at 15, 30, 45, 60, 75, 90, 105, when you

will find the eight outer circles of the pattern are

formed. Then move the slide -rest screw forwards
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four numbers, and to No. 1 on the eccentric chuck

wheel ; then to Nos. 14—31, 44—61, 74—91, 104.

By following the same rule in the other circles you

will find the pattern is not difficult, though at first it

may appear very intricate. As all depends upon

properly counting the numbers on the eccentric

chuck wheel, to make the calculation more easy, I

give the proper numbers for the sixteen circles

composing one cluster, and you will then see that

the others can readily- be done the same, always

remembering to move the slide-rest screw forwards

four numbers for every row ; 1, 15—2, 14—3,

13_4^ 12—5, 11—6, 10—7, 9—8; the latter

single number forms the centre or outer circle near

the edge.

PATTERN 3.

This pattern requires great attention and care to

work it properly. Having arranged the cutter tool,

screw it out four turns to make the circle the proper

size, then move the cutter to the edge of the work,

cut a circle at Nos. 120, 40, and 80, on the eccentric

chuck wheel, then set the wheel at 20, and leave it

fixed. Your next operation must be to screw'down
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the eccentric chuck, and alter the position of the

tool on the slide-rest, till, by laying your hand

on the fly-wheel and moving it gently, the tool of

the cutter appears to describe a half circle across

the wood, in the same way as for the arc patterns.

Having arranged the first arc, move 40, as before,

and see whether the second will exactly meet it,

then the third ; they should each diverge from the

centre of the first circles which were cut round the

edge ; if they do not exactly fit, move the chuck

up and down, and the slide-rest screw backwards

or forwards, till you find the exact position; as,

however, the arc is difficult to settle, the line being

of course an imaginary one, as the tool must not

touch the wood, it is a good way to cut a piece of

pencil to fit like the tool into a box, and with it

mark the arcs ; they will easily rub out, and thus

you will be able to be more certain of your proper

distance and position. The next thing is, to see on

the fly-wheel of the lathe how many numbers are

required to form the arc ; thus, if it begins, as the

one I have worked did, at 360 of the brass wheel,

and ended at 85, stop the wheel at the former

number, cut a circle, then one at every fifth number
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on the same wheel, till you arrive at 85; then move

forty numbers on the eccentric chuck wheel, and do

the other arc the same ; then the third one.

PATTERN 4.

The arc pattern is first worked : arrange it as

directed for pattern 3, and mark the outline with a

pencil: in this, the arc began at 280 of the fly-

wheel, and ended at 168, making in all 116 num-

bers ; to divide 58 for each half of the arc, divide

them thus—4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 3, 4 ; then count

back 4, 3, 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4. You will see that

the numbers increase one every time or for every

circle, which also is enlarged one notch for each.

Having made the three arcs fit by marking their

position with the pencil in the cutter box, cut a very

small circle at 280, enlarge one notch, count 5, cut

another, enlarge a notch, count 6, and so on till

you have counted, in all, 49 numbers ; do not en-

large the circle, but cut one, counting three num-

bers, then 4, which will be the middle, then 4 again,

then 3, then 10 ; after 10, decrease the circle one

notch for every cut, and count backwards, 9, 8, ^*

6, 5, 4. The other three arcs are done the same,
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by counting 40 for each on the eccentric chuck

wheel ; for each of the crowns cut five circles just

above the arc, by counting one number for each

circle on the eccentric chuck wheel, then lower the

chuck one number, and cut the same circles again

through the others ; lower it half a turn more, and

cut two circles ; then half a turn again, and cut

one circle above and between the last two.

PATTERN 5.

Set the cutter to the middle, enlarge the circle

four turns ; then turn the slide-rest screw two num-

bers to the right, cut one circle, and for each of the

other eleven, screw the chuck down one turn, then

return to the middle and cut eleven the other way.

When 23 are finished, screw the slide rest to the

left four numbers, and cut 23 more exactly in the

same manner. To work the side patterns begin by

that on the right, set the cutter to the middle of the

work, unscrew it two turns, move the cutter slide

twelve turns to the right on the slide-rest, cut the

middle circle, enlarge one number of the cutter,

lower the eccentric chuck one turn, and, to keep the

outside of the circles in a straight line, move the
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screw of the slide -rest inwards half a number : pro-

ceed the same till the nine circles are cut, then

return to the middle circle by counting back nine

turns of the eccentric chuck, nine numbers of the

cutter, and four and a half numbers on the slide-

rest
;
proceed exactly in the same way to cut the

other eight circles, only raising instead of lowering

the eccentric chuck one turn for each circle. The

opposite pattern is worked the same, only taking

care to turn the slide-rest screw outwards the half

turn for every circle, or the straight pattern will

come contrary.

In all these straight patterns take great care that

the fly-wheel is stopped in such a manner that the

eccentric chuck stands perfectly upright : to do

this, hold the T square against one side, and make

a mark on the brass wheel for the stop to enter.

When you are quite sure that the chuck inclines

neither to the right nor the left, drill a small

hole in the wheel sufficiently deep for the stop to

hold it quite firm. You will then find your patterns

will always come straight.

11
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PATTERN 6.

Set the cutter to the centre, enlarge the circle

six turns, cut one, diminish one number on the

cutter for each of the other eight circles, and move

the eccentric chuck downwards one turn for each.

Count back to the middle circle, and work the other

eight the same. The side patterns are done much

like those in pattern 5, only the large circle is in

the middle, and the straight lines incline inwards.

PATTERN 7.

Set the cutter to the middle of the circle, en-

large it two turns and a half, cut a circle in the

middle, turn the chuck down two turns, so as to cut

another a little into the former ones ; continue the

same till the seven are done ; return to the middle

circle, and cut the other six in the same line, by

screwing the eccentric chuck upwards instead of

downwards. When the thirteen are completed,

lower the chuck one turn, and screw the slide rest

outwards (if doing the lines to the right) two turns,

cut a circle, then move the eccentric chuck down-
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wards as before, till the second line of circles is

cut, each line diminishing one turn of the eccentric

chuck at the top and bottom.

PATTERN 8.

Set the cutter to the middle, enlarge it two turns,

turn the slide rest outwards twelve turns, cut a

circle near the edge ; count 20 on the eccentric

chuck wheel, cut another, then 5 more, each distant

twenty numbers from each other. To make the

circles join in straight lines, screw the eccentric

chuck downwards two turns for every one; when

the outside pattern is done, return to the middle

circle, and cut the other lines the same.

PATTERN 9.

Square patterns require great care in working

them. First saw the wood perfectly square ; then,

when on the lathe, take the T square; hold the flat

edge firm on the bed of the lathe, and the handle

against one side of the wood, till both are even,

then fix the wheel of the eccentric chuck to that

number. Having with the cutter worked one row

of patterns, move the chuck 30 numbers, which, if
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the wood is quite square, will enable you to do the

second row ; then 30 more for the third side, and

30 for the last.

We are told, that French and Italian turners

often line boxes with the peel of the Bergamot

orange ; they cut a circle through the peel, and

carefully strip it off in two quarters, turning the

inside out, and drying them ; the scent is very

powerful ; of course they can only line globular

boxes the size of themselves.

TO LINE WOODEN BOXES WITH TORTOISE-SHELL.

As many of my readers may wish to line their

snuff-boxes with tortoise-shell, I think it needful to

give some instructions in the best method of doing

it. Cut the shell- into very thin leaves with a sharp

fine saw, then divide these into the size you wish

for the inside of the snuff-box, leaving a very little

extra for the joint. Take a new rough file, and

scrape away a little of the two ends of the narrow

strip of shell, so that they can lie one upon another,

and fit so closely that the aperture is hardly percep-

tible. Plunge the tortoise-shell into warm water
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for a few minutes, and it will become quite soft.

Have ready on the lathe a piece of wood a little

less in circumference than the inside of the box,

and perfectly round and smooth. While the shell

is soft, place the joints together, wrap a wet piece

of linen ,tightly over them to hold them fast, and

press them firmly together with the finger and

thumb. Then heat a pair of tongs to a proper heat,

(which is known by trying them on writing paper

;

if they brown it, they are too hot ; if they only

turn it yellow, they are right,) and with them com-

press the joint of the tortoise-shell. The water,

the heat, and the pressure united, will make the

two parts join firmly. When finished thus far, file

away any roughness that may remain, and steep the

shell into hot water till quite soft, then slip it upon

the piece of wood before mentioned, and see if it

fits it perfectly; if not, try with pressure to give it

the requisite shape ; and if this does not succeed,

take the wood out of the lathe, leaving the tortoise-

shell upon it, and hold them over a brazier, turning

them frequently and quickly between the hands,

that the heat may equally penetrate all the parts

;

then strike the side that bulged out with a mallet,

11*
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and with a little care it will soon assume the re

quired form. You may finish it on the lathe, ob-

serving only to place it so that the tool does not

catch the lap of the joint, which might cause it to

open ; and when you take it off, plunge it in cold

water to make it retain its form. ,

TO FINISH THE SNUFF-BOX.

Make your box and lid of hard, well-seasoned

wood ; hollow them out, and polish the insides, only

omitting to cut the lip upon which the lid fits, and

which will be formed by the tortoise-shell. As you

hollow out the box and lid, keep fitting in the shell,

that you may not make them too large ; when it

slips in rather tight, take a point tool and cut some

circles on the inside of each
;

(this is done to enable

the glue to hold firmly.) Now, take the tortoise-

shell and file that part that is to be cemented to the

box, so as to make it rough. Take a pair of com-

passes, in one end of which is a sharp knife, set

them to the exact size of the inside of the bottom

and lid, then place them on a piece of tortoise-shell,

and cut out the two round pieces. Melt some glue

*ill rather liquid, thicken it with vermilion, lay a
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coat on the inside of the top and bottom of the

box, and press in the two circles of tortoise-shell

;

in the same manner glue in the sides, leaving the lip

(upon which the lid is to fit) standing up above the

bottom part of the box. Leaving the glue to harden

for a day, then replace the work on the lathe, turn

the inside quite even, and polish it with pounce

powder and oil, then with tripoli powder and water.

Should the lid, when finished, become too small for

the box, dip it for a minute in boiling water, fit it

on to a piece of wood the exact size, and leave it

there to harden.

HORN TO IMITATE TORTOISE-SHELL.

Dissolve three ounces of potass in a pint of boil-

ing water. Let it boil for a quarter of an hour,

then pour it into a basin capable of holding about

as much again, and in which you have put half a

pound of quick lime, stir it well, and when the latter

is slacJced, add three ounces of red lead and one

ounce of vermilion.

When the whole is of the consistency of thick

soup, dip a thin pointed stick into it, and lay the

drops it will take up upon a p'ece of horn in thos6
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parts required to be coloured, leaving those that are

to be transparent. When quite dry, clean the

whole with a wet sponge, and you will find it will

greatly resemble tortoise-shell.

MASTIC USED IN TURNING IVORY VERY THIN.

To turn ivory as thin as writing paper, so as to

render it quite transparent, is very difiicult to accom-

plish, but is much admired when done, and shows the

skill of the artist. To enable the ivory to bear the

action of the tool without splitting, the following

mastic has been found very useful, both for strength-

ening it and for giving a deep colouring, by which

means the thinness is more perceptible. Some

turners wet the ivory for the latter purpose, but as

when wet it is quite transparent, and thickens again

when dry, the mastic will be found much preferable.

Take some lamp or ivory black in powder, and

strain it through a fine sieve, so as only to retain

the finest parts. Steep these in water to free them

from any impurities. After lying in it a few

minutea, pour ofi" the water, and make some gllie

very hot, mix it with the lamp black till of the con-

sistency of oil paint. This mastic must be kept
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warm near the fire, and when you have sufficiently

hollowed out the vase, or whatever you wish to turn,

very thin, shape the outside a little : then dip a

large camel's-hair brush in the warm varnish and

lay a thick coat all over the inside ; let this dry,

put on another, and repeat the process till sufficient

strength is obtained. You may now, without fear

or danger, work your ivory as thin as possible, and

ornament it with the cutters and drill. Without

this mastic it would not, when transparent, bear the

force of these tools.

When the work is all finished and carefully

polished, take it off the lathe, and put it in a basin

filled with warm water. After a few minutes' im-

mersion, take it out, and plunge it in clean water,

shaking it gently. This will make the mastic dis-

solve and . leave the ivory. Renew the warm water

frequently, as leaving it in the blackened liquid

might injure the colour of the work.

BEAUTIFUL VARNISH FOR WOOD, TO BE USED

WHILE THE WORK IS ON THE LATHE.

To one quart of spirits of wine add four ounces

of lacker, three ounces of gum benzoin, one drachm
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of camphor, half a drachm of sandarac, half a

drachm of dragon's blood, one drachm of turpen-

tine. Put these ingredients in a long-necked bottle

capable of holding two quarts, and tie a piece of

wet parchment over the neck ; when dry, pierce it

with holes with a large pin. Place the bottle in

the hain maree till the contents are perfectly dis-

solved, shaking it frequently. When cold, strain

the liquid through a piece of coarse muslin, and

keep it well corked for future use.

Having finished and polished your work with

tripoli powder and sand-paper, wipe the wood quite

clean with a piece of fine linen. This done, put a

few drops of the varnish on a bit of cotton wool,

and one drop of olive oil, to prevent its drying too

quickly ; while applying this varnish, make the

lathe wheel go very quick, and hold the cotton

close to the work.

To polish the above, when the varnish is perfectly

dry, take some finely-powdered whiting or chalk,

and with it polish the work in every direction, but

be careful not to press too strongly on the varnish,

or it will be marked ; and do not rub it for more

than a few minutes at a time, as the friction and
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excessive speed and heat will spoil the polish. When

done, take a sponge dipped in water, wash the work

well, and then rub it with a piece of fine linen, and

a drop or two of olive oil ; lastly, clean it with a

bit of soft old rag or leather.

turner's cement.

Sometimes the workman is too much hurried to

wait till the work can be glued upon the chuck ; the

following cement will be found useful. Take two

pounds of Burgundy pitch, one pound of rosin, one

pound of colophonium, two ounces of yellow wax,

and one ball of whiting. Melt all, except the latter,

in an earthen pot, over a slow fire. When it begins

to bubble, stir it well with a stick to prevent its

passing the edge of the pot, and when all is quite

melted take it off the fire. Add the whiting, finely

powdered, little by little, stirring in well till the

contents are perfectly mixed. Replace the pot on

the fire, still stirring it ; and after a few minutes,

pour all the cement quickly into a tub or basin of

cold water for about a minute. Then take it out,

and knead it well with the hands. Roll it into

sticks upon a smooth stone, and plunge them into
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cold water to harden. The strength and goodness

of this 'cement depends greatly upon its being made

as rapidly as possible. To use it, melt the end of

one of the sticks by putting it near the fire ; rub it

on the chuck ; when you think there is sufficient

cement laid upon it, heat the bit of wood or ivory

you wish to unite to it, and the warmth will make

it adhere firmly.

Another cement, that is preferable for using in

cold weather, is made by adding two pounds of Bur-

gundy pitch, two ounces of yellow wax, and two

pounds of Spanish white. These are melted

together, rolled into sticks, and used as above ; one

stroke of the mallet will detach the work from the

chuck when joined with this cement.

NEW AND VALUABLE RECIPE FOR TAKING BEAU-

TIFUL IMPRESSIONS FROM TURNING PATTERNS.

Take a sheet of rice-paper, paste it upon letter-

paper with flour paste, which must be mixed as

smooth as possible, and laid on very thin. Leave

It till quite dry, then lay the rice-paper thus backed

upon the piece of Turning, and with the thumb nail

or a piece of cloth rub the back of the paper, press-
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ing it gently so as to make it enter into all the deep,

fine cuts of the Turning. The impression will be

beautiful, and have the appearance of a raised

medallion. It is invaluable for taking ojQf patterns

from ivory, as it can in no way injure the colour or

delicacy of the work ; and from the facility of bend-

ing the paper, impressions can as easily be taken

from round articles (as the sides of a box or pillar)

as from flat ones. The medallions may be left white,

or the pattern coloured with water colours, leaving

the ground white ; and they can, besides their

utility as patterns to which to refer, be employed in

ornamenting various useful articles.

In turning the pillars in the temple, pi. 13, great

inconvenience and trouble have been found in work-

ing them, for want of the support of the puppet G,

plate I ; for as in each step the eccentric chuck has

to be slightly altered, the point, J, of the puppet,

when the work is moved, is apt to slide back into

the hole it first formed, thus making the steps quite

crooked. To obviate this difficulty, I should advise

my readers to use the following simple contrivance.

12
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Take out the point, J, and replace it by a piece of

wood turned to fit exactly into the tube, and on the

end of which is left a circular piece the size of a

half-crown. Take another bit of wood, of the

diameter of your pillar ; fix a short nail into the

middle of it
;
glue the other side to the pillar, put

it on the lathe, screw up the puppet, G, and you

will find the nail will always, whenever you move

the chuck, firmly fix itself into the wooden end

which replaces the point J.

And now, having, I trust with sufficient clear-

ness, explained the practical and ornamental parts

of concentric and eccentric Turning, I will take

leave of my readers, only adding that, if they wish

to attain perfection in this interesting art, they

must patiently continue their exertions, for experi-

ence and industry will alone enable them to avoid

many faults, and discover the real cause of many

failures ; and to those who may feel disheartened

with repeated disappointments, I will say

—

"Courage! try thy cliance once more."
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Let me also observe to those who cannot afford to

purchase much expensive machinery, that with care,

patience, and perseverance, the common tools may

be made to work a great variety of very beautiful

articles : and if they will also keep in mind the

old-fashioned but true saying, "that whatever is

worth learning at all, is worth learning well ;" they

will, I have no doubt, soon become proficients in

an art that has been admired and practised for cen-

turies.

THE END.

STEREOTYPED BY L. JOHNSON AND 00.

PHILADELPHIA.
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etc. WithadditionsbyProfessorH. DussAFC E, Chemist. 12mo.

$3 00

nUSSATJCE.—A GENERAL TREATISE OH THE MAirUFACTURE^ OF VINEGAR, THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL.
Comprising the various methods, by the slow and the quick pro-

cesses, with Alcohol, Wine, Grain, Cider, and Molasses, as well

as the Fabrication of Wood Vinegar, etc. By Prof. H. Dussauce.
i2mo. {In press.)

TJTTPLAIS.—.A COMPLETE TREATISE ON THE BISTILLATION
^ AND MANUFACTURE OF ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS :

From the French of M. Duplais. Translated and Edited by M.
McKennie, M D. Illustrated by numerous large plates and wood

engravings of the best apparatus calculated for producing the

finest products. In one vol. royal 8vo. (Ready May 1, 1871.)

[X^ This is a treatise of the highest scientific merit and of the

greatest practical value, surpassing in these respects, as well aa

in the variety of its contents, any similar volume in the English

language.

nE GRAFF.—THE GEOMETRICAL STAIR-BUILDERS' GUIDE?
Being a Plain Practical System of Hand-Railing, embracing all

its necessary Details, and Geometrically Illustrated by 22 Steel

Engravings ; together with the use of the most approved princi-

ples of Practical Geometry. By Simok De Grape, Architect.

4to $5 00

"HYER AND COLOR-MAKER'S COMPANION :

Containing upwards of two hundred Receipts for making Co-

lors, on the most approved principles, for all the various styles

and fabrics now in existence ; with the Scouring Process, and

plain Directions for Preparing, Washing-ofif, and Finishing the

Goods. In one vol. 12mo. $1 25
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pASTON.—A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON STREET OR HORSE-
•'-' POWER RAILWAYS :

Their Location, Construction, and Management ; with General

Plans and Rules for their Organization and Operation; toge-

ther with Examinations as to their Comparative Advantages

over the Omnibus System, and Inquiries as to their Value for

Investment ; including Copies of Municipal Ordinances relat-

ing thereto. By Alexander Easton, C. E. Illustrated by 23

plates, 8vo., cloth $2 00

pDRSYTH.—BOOK OF DESIGNS FOR HSAD-STONES, MURAL,
'• AND OTHER MONUMENTS :

Containing 78 Elaborate and E5q.uisite Designs. By Fokstth.

4to., cloth $5 00

^^^ This volume, for the beauty and variety of its designs, has

never been surpassed by any publication of the kind, and should

be in the hands of every marble-worker who does fine monumental

work.

pAIRBAIRN.—THE PRINCIPLES OF MECHANISM AND MA-
•* CHINERY OF TRANSMISSION :

Comprising the Principles of Mechanism, Wheels, and Pulleys,

Strength and Proportions of Shafts, Couplings of Shafts, and

Engaging and Disengaging Gear. By William Fairbairn,

Esq., C. E., LL. D., F. R. S., F. G. S., Corresponding Member

of the National Institute of France, and of the Royal Academy

of Turin ; Chevalier of the Legion of Honor, etc. etc. Beau-

tifully illustrated by over 150 wood-cuts. In one volume 12mo.

$2 50

pAIRBAIRN.—PRIME-MOVERS :

Comprising the Accumulation of Water-power ; the Construc-

tion of Water-wheels and Turbines; the Properties of Steam;

the Varieties of Steam-engines and Boilers and Wind-mills.

By William Fairbairn, C. E., LL. D., F. R. S., F. G. S. Au-

thor of "Principles of Mechanism and the Machinery of Trans-

mission." With Numerous Illustrations. In one volume. (In

press.)

piLBART.—A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON BANKING:
By James William Gilbart. To which is added: The Na-

tional Bank Act as now in force. 8vo. . . $4 50

nESNER.—A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON COAL, PETROLEUM,
^ AND OTHER DISTILLED OILS.

By Abraham Gesner, M. D., F. G. S. Second edition, revised

and enlarged. By George Weltden Gesner, Consulting

Chemist and Enoineer. Illustrated. 8vo. . . f3 50
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QOTHIC ALBUM FOE CABINET MAKERS :

Comprising a Collection of Designs for Gothic Furniture. II'

lustrated by twenty-three lai-ge and beautifully engraved

plates. Oblong $3 00

nRANT.—BEET-ROOT SUGAR AND CULTIVATION OF THE
^ BEET :

By E. B. Grant. 12mo $1 25

nREGORY.—MATHEMATICS FOR PRACTICAL MEN :

Adapted to the Pursuits of Surveyors, Architects, Mechanics,

and Civil Engineers. By Olinthus Gregory. 8vo., plates,

cloth . . . ' $3 00

misWOLD.—RAILROAD ENGINEER'S POCKET COMPANION.
Comprising Rules for Calculating Deflection Distances and

Angles, Tangential Distances and Angles, and all Necessary

Tables for Engineers ; also the art of Levelling from Prelimi-

nary Survey to the Construction, of Railroads, intended Ex-

pressly for the Young Engineer, together with Numerous Valu-

able Rules and Examples. By W. Griswold. 12mo., tucks.

$1 75

nUETTIER.—METALLIC ALLOYS :

Being a Practical Guide to their Chemical and Physical Pro-

perties, their Preparation, Composition, and Uses. Translated

from the French of A. Guettier, Engineer and Director of

Founderies, author of "La Fouderie en France," etc. etc. By

A. A. Fesquet, Chemist and Engineer. In one volume, 12mo.

(In press,)

TJATS AND FELTING:
A Practical Treatise on their Manufacture, By a Practical

Hatter. Illustrated by Drawings of Machinery, &c., 8vo.

$1 25
jTAT.—THE INTERIOR DECORATOR :

The Laws of Harmonious Coloring adapted to Interior Decora-

tions : with a Practical Treatise on House-Painting. By D.

K. Hat, House-Painter and Decorator. Illustrated by a Dia-

gram of the Primary, Secondary, and Tertiary Colors. 12mo.

$2 25

TTUGHES.—AMERICAN MILLER AND MILLWRIGHT'S AS-" SISTANT :

By Wm. Oarteb Hughes. A new edition. In one volume,

12mo. . . . . . . . . ^1 60
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•nUNT—THE PRACTICE OF PHOTOGRAPHY.

Bj Robert Hunt, Vice-President of the Photographic Society,

London. With numerous illustrations. 12mo., cloth . 75

J"URST.—A HAHD-BOOK FOR ARCHITECTURAL SURVEYORS :

Comprising Formulae useful in Designing Builders' work, Table

of Weights, of the materials used in Building, Memoranda
connected with Builders' work, Mensuration, the Practice of

Builders' Measurement, Contracts of Labor, Valuation of Pro-

perty, Summary of the Practice in Dilapidation, etc. etc. By
J. F. Hurst, C. E. 2d edition, pocket-book form, full bound

$2 60

piRVIS.—RAILWAY PROPERTY:

A Treatise on the Construction and Management of Railways

;

• designed to afford useful knowledge, in the popular style, to the

holders of this class of property ; as well as Railway Mana-

gers, OfiScers, and Agents. By John B. Jervis, late Chief

Engineer of the Hudson River Railroad, Croton Aqueduct, &c.

One vol. 12mo., cloth .... . $2 00

TOHNSOJT.—A REPORT TO THE NAVY DEPARTMENT OF THE
" UNITED STATES ON AMERICAN COALS :

Applicable to Steam Navigation and to other purposes. By
Walter R. Johnson. With numerous illustrations. 607 pp.

8vo., half morocco . . _ . . . $10 00

JOHNSTON.—INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE ANALYSIS OF SOILS,
" LIMESTONES, AND MANURES-

By J. W. F. Johnston. 12mo. .... 35

TTEENE.—A HAND-BOOK OF PRACTICAL GAUGING,

For the Use of Beginners, to which is added a Chapter on Dis-

tillation, describing the process in operation at the Custom

House for ascertaining the strength of wines. By James B.

Keene, of H. M. Customs. 8vo. . . . $1 25
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TTENTISH.—A TREATISE ON A BOX OF INSTSUMENTS,

And the Slide Rule ; with the Theory of Trigonometry and Lo-

garithms, including Practical Geometry, Surveying, Measur-

ing of Timber, Cask and Malt Gauging, Heights, and Distances.

By Thomas Kentish. In one volume. 12mo. . . $1 25

TTOBELL.—ERNI.—MINERALOGY SIMPLIFIED :

A short method of Determining and Classifying Minerals, by
means of simple Chemical Experiments in the Wet Way.

Translated from the last German Edition of F. Von Kobell,

with an Introduction to Blowpipe Analysis and other addi-

tions. By Henri Erni, M. D., Chief Chemist,, Department of

Agriculture, author of "Coal Oil and Petroleum." In one

volume. 12mo. ... . . $2 50

T ANDRIN.—A TREATISE ON STEEL :

Comprising its Theory, Metallurgy, Properties, PracticalWork-

ing, and Use. By M. H. C. Landrin, Jr., Civil Engineer.

Translated from the French, with Notes, by A. A. Fesquet,

Chemist and Engineer. With an Appendix on the Bessemer

and the Martin Processes for Manufacturing Steel, from the

Report of Abram S. Hewitt, United States Commissioner to

the Universal Exposition, Paris, 1867. 12mo. .. . $3 00

TARKIN.—THE PRACTICAL BRASS AND IRON FOUNDER'S
^ GUIDE.

A Concise Treatise on Brass Founding, Moulding, the Metals

and their Alloys, etc. ; to which are added Recent Improve-

ments in the Manufacture of Iron, Steel by the Bessemer Pro-

cess, etc. etc. By James Larkin, late Conductor of the Brass

Foundry Department in Reany, Neafie & Co.'s Penn Works,

Philadelphia, Fifth edition, revised, with extensive Addi-

tions. In one volume. 12mo $2 25
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TEAVITT.—FACTS ABOUT PEAT AS AN ARTICLE OF FUEL:
With Remarks upon its Origin and Composition, the Localities

in which it is found, the Methods of Preparation and Manu
facture, and the various Uses to which it is applicable ; toge^

ther with many other matters of Practical and Scientific Inte-

rest. To which is added a chapter on the Utilization of Coal

Dust with Peat for the Production of an Excellent Fuel at

Moderate Cost, especially adapted for Steam Service. By H.

T. Leavitt. Third edition. 12mo. . . . 551 75

TEROUX=—A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON THE MANUFAC-^ TURE OF WORSTEDS AND CARDED YARNS

:

Translated from the French of Charles Lerotix, MecbanicaJ

Engineer, and Superintendent of a Spinning Mill. By Dr, H.
Paine, and A. A. Fesquet. Illustrated by 12 large plates. In
one volume 8vo. . $5 00

TESLIE (MISS).—COMPLETE COOKERY:
Directions for Cookery in its Various Branches. By Mis8
Leslie. 60th edition. Thoroughly revised, with the addi-

tion of New Receipts. In 1 vol. 12mo., cloth . . $1 50

T ESLIE (MISS). LADIES' HOUSE BOOK :

a Manual of Domestic Economy. 20th revised edition. 12mo.,

cloth Jpl 25

TESLIE (MISS).—TWO HUNDRED RECEIPTS IN FRENCH
"*-' COOKERY.

12mo 50

TIEBER.—ASBAYER'S GUIDE:
Or, Practical Directions to Assayers, Miners, and Smelters, for

the Tests and Assays, by Heat and by Wet Processes, for the

Ores of all the principal Metals, of Gold and Silver Coins and
Alloys, and of Coal, etc. By Oscar M. Lieber. 12mo., cloth

$1 25

T OVE.—THE ART OF DYEINS, CLEANING, SCOURING, AND^ FINISHING:
On the most approved English and French methods; being

Practical Instructions in Dyeing Silks, Woollens, and Cottons,

Feathers, Chips, Straw, etc.; Scouring and Cleaning Bed and

Window Curtains, Carpets, Rugs, etc.; French and English
Cleaning, etc. By Thomas Love. Second American Edition, to

which are added General Instructions for the Use of Aniline

Colors. 8vo 5 00
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lyrAIN AND BROWN.—QUESTIONS ON SUBJECTS CONNECTED
"1 WITH THE MARINE STEAM-ENGINE

:

And Examination Papers j with Hints for their Solution. By
Thomas J. Main, Professor of Mathematics, Royal Naval College,

and Thomas Brown, Chief Engineer, R.N. 12mo., cloth $1 50

TUTAIN AND BROWN.—THE INDICATOR AND DYNAMOMETEE:
With their Practical Applications to the Steam-Engine. By
Thomas J. Main, M. A. F. R., itfis't Prof. Royal Naval College,

Portsmouth, and Thomas BuoTfK, Assoc. Inst. C. E., Chief En-

gineer, R. N., attached to the R. N. College. Illustrated. Erom
the Fourth London Edition. 8vo. ... . $1 60

TWrAIN AND BROWN.—THE MARINE STEAM-ENGINE.
By Thomas J. Main, F. R. Ass't S. Mathematical Professor at

Royal Naval College, and Thomas Brown, Assoc. Inst. C. E.

Chief Engineer, R. N. Attached to the Royal Naval College.

Authors of "Questions Connected with the Marine Steam-En-

gine," and the '• Indicator and Dynamometer." With numerous

Illustrations. In one volume 8vo. . . . . . $5 00

TWTARTIN.—SCREW-CUTTING TABLES, FOE THE USE OF ME-
"^^ CHANICAL ENGINEERS

:

Showing the Proper Arrangement of Wheels for Cutting the

Threads of Screws of any required Pitch ; with a Table for

Making the Universal Gas-Pipe Thread and Taps. By W. A.

Martin, Engineer. 8vo. ....... 60

ILES—A PLAIN TREATISE ON HOESE-SHOEING.
With Illustrations. By William Miles, author of " The Horse's

Foot" $1 00

lyrOLESWORTH.—POCKET-BOOK OF USEFUL FORMULA AND
•"^ MEMORANDA FOR CIVIL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERS.

By Guilford L. Molesworth, Member of the Institution of

Civil Engineers, Chief Resident Engineer of the Ceylon Railway.

Second American from the Tenth London Edition. In one

volume, full bound in pocket-book form . . , - $2 00

jUrOORE.—THE INVENTOR'S GUIDE

:

Patent Office and Patent Laws : or, a Guide to Inventors, and a

Book of Reference for Judges, Lawyers, Magistrates, and others.

By J G. MooRE. 12mo., cloth $125

•M-APIER.-A MANUAL OF ELECTRO-METALLURGY

:

Including the Application of the Art to Manufacturing Processes.

By James Napieb. Fourth American, from the Fourth London

edition, revised and enlarged. Illustrated by engravings. In

one volume, 8vo. . . $2 00

M
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NAPIES.—A SYSTEM OF CHEMISTHY APPLIED TO DYEIN3 :

By James Napier, F, C. S. A New and Thoroughly Revised

Edition, completely brought up to the present state of the

Science, including the Chemistry of Coal Tar Colors. By A. A.

Fesquet, 'Chemist and Engineer. With an Appendix on Dyeing

and Calico Printing, as shown at the Paris Universal Exposition

of 1867, from the Reports of the International Jury, etc. Illus-

trated. In one volume 8vo., 400 pages . . . . $5 00

•RTEWBEEY.— GLEANINGS FKOM OSNAMENTAL AST OF
^^ EVERY STYLE;

Drawn from Examples in the British, South Kensington, Indian,

Crystal Palace, and other Museums, the Exhibitions of 1851 and

1862, and the best English and Foreign works. In a series of one

hundred exquisitely drawn Plates, containing many hundred ex-

amples. By Robert Newbery. 4to $15 00

JTICHOLSON.—A MANUAL OF THE AET OF BOOK-BINDING:
Containing full instructions in the different Branches of Forward-

ing, Gilding, and Finishing. Also, the Art of Marbling Book-

edges and Paper, By James B. Nicholson. Illustrated. 12mo.

cloth .... $2 25

"fJOSEIS.—A HAND-BOOK FOE LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEEES AND
^^ MACHINISTS:

Comprising the Proportions and Calculations for Constructing

Locomotives ; Manner of Setting Valves ; Tables of Squares,

Cubes, Areas, etc. etc. By Septimus Noeris, Civil and Me-

chanical Engineer. New edition. Illustrated, 12mo., cloth

$2 00

I^YSTEOM.— ON TECHNOLOGICAL EDUCATION AND THE
""^ CONSTRUCTION OF SHIPS AND SCEEW PEOPELLEES

:

For Naval and Marine Engineers. By John W. Nystrom, late

Acting Chief Engineer U. S. N. Second edition, revised with

additional matter. Illustrated by seven engravings. 12mo.

$2 50

A'NEILL.—A DICTIONASY OF DYEING AND CALICO PEINT-
^ ING:

Containing a brief account of all the Substances and Processes in

use in the Art of Dyeing and Printing Textile Fabrics : with Prac-

tical Receipts and Scientific Information. By Charles O'Neill,

Analytical Chemist ; Fellow of the Chemical Society of London
;

Member of the Literary and Philosophical Society of Manchester
;

Author of " Chemistry of Calico Printing and Dyeing." To which

is added An Essay on Coal Tar Colors and their Application to
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Dyeing and Calico Printing. By A. A. Fesqtjet, Chemist and
Engineer. With an Appendix on Dyeing and Calico Printing, as

shown at the Exposition of 1867, from the Reports of the Interna,

tional Jury, etc. In one volume 8vo., 491 pages . . $6 00

QSBORN.—THE METALLURGY OF IRON AND STEEL :

Theoretical and Practical : In all its Branches ; With Special Re-

ference to American Materials and Processes. By H, S. Osborn,

LL. D., Professor of Mining and Metallurgy in Lafayette College,

Easton, Pa. Illustrated by 230 Engravings on Wood, and 6

Folding Plates. 8vo., 972 pages $10 00

QSBORN.—AMERICAN MINES AND MINING :

^ Theoretically and Practically Considered. By Prof. H. S. Os-

born, Illustrated by numerous engravings. 8vo. {In preparation.)

pAINTER, GILDER, AND VARNISHER'S COMPANION :

Containing Rules and Regulations in everything relating to the

Arts of Painting, Gilding, Varnishing, and Glass Staining, with

numerous useful and valuable Receipts ; Tests for the Detection

of Adulterations in Oils and Colors, and a statement of the Dis-

eases and Accidents to which Painters, Gilders, and Varnishers

are particularly liable, with the simplest methods of Prevention

and Remedy. With Directions for Graining, Marbling, Sign Writ-

ing, and Gilding on Glass. To which are added Complete Instruc-

tions FOR Coach Painting and Varnishing. 12mo., cloth, $1 50

pALLETT.—THE MILLER'S, MILLWRIGHT'S, AND ENGI-
^ NEER'S GUIDE.

By Henry Pallett. Illustrated. In one vol. 12mo. . $3 GO

pERKINS.—GAS AND VENTILATION.
Practical Treatise on Gas and Ventilation. With Special Relation

to Illuminating, Heating, and Cooking by Gas. " Including Scien-

tific Helps to Engineer-students and others. With illustrated

Diagrams. By E. E. Perkins. 12mo., cloth . . . $1 25

pERKINS AND STOWE.—A NEW GUIDE TO THE SHEET-IRON
^ AND BOILER PLATE ROLLER:

Containing a Series of Tables showing the Weight of Slabs and

Piles to Produce Boiler Plates, and of the Weight of Piles and the

Sizes of Bars to Produce Sheet-iron ; the Thickness of the Bar

, Gauge in Decimals ; the Weight per foot, and the Thickness on

the Bar or Wire Gauge of the fractional parts of an inch ; the

Weight per sheet, and the Thickness on the Wire Gauge of Sheet-

iron of various dimensions to weigh 112 lbs. per bundle ; and the

conversion of Short Weight into Long Weight, and Long Weight

into Short. Estimated and collected by G. H. Perkins and J. G-

Stowe $2 5t>
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pHILLIPS AND DASLINGTON.—RECORDS OF MINING AND
•^ METALLURGY :

Or, Facts and Memoranda for the use of tlie Mine A.a;ent and

Smelter. By J. Arthtjb Phillips, Mining Engineer, Graduate of

the Imperial School of Mines, France, etc., and John Darlington.

Illugtrated by numerous engravings. In one vol. 12mo. . $2 00

pRADAL, MALEPEYRE, AND DTJSSATJCE.— A COMPLETE
*• TREATISE ON PERFUMERY :

Containing notices of the Raw Material used in the Ait, and the

Best Formulae. According to the most approved Methods followed

in France, England, and the United States. By M. P. Peadal,

Perfumer-Chemist, and M. F. Malepeyre. Translated from the

French, with extensive additions, by Prof. H.DussAUCE. 8vo. $10

pROTEAUX.—PRACTICAL GUIDE FOR THE MANUFACTURE
•*" OF PAPER AND BOARDS.

By A. Proteattx, Civil Engineer, and Graduate of the School of

Arts and Manufactures, Director of Thiers's Paper Mill, 'Puy-de-

Dome. With additions, by L. S. Le Normanb. Translated from

the French, with Notes, by Horatio Paine, A. B., M. D. To

which is added a Chapter on the Manufacture of Paper from Wood
in the United States, by Henry T. Brown, of the "American

Artisan." Illustrated by six plates, containing Drawings of Raw
Materials, Machinery, Plans of Paper-Mills, etc. etc. 8vo. $5 00

pEGNAULT.—ELEMENTS OF CHEMISTRY.
By M. V, Regnault. Translated from the French by T. Fob-

rest Benton, M. I^., and edited, with notes, by James C. Booth,

Melter and Refiner U. S. Mint, and Wii. L. Faber, Metallurgist

and Mining Engineer. Illustrated by nearly 700 wood engravings.

Comprising nearly 1500 pages. In two vols. 8vo., cloth $10 00

pEID.—A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON THE MANUFACTURE OF^ PORTLAND CEMENT:
By Henry Reid, C. E. To which is added a Translation of M.

A. Lipowitz's Work, describing anew method adopted in Germany

of Manufacturing that Cement. By W. F. Reid. Illustrated by

plates and wood engravings. 8vo. . . . . . $7 00

piFFAULT, VERGNAUD, AND TOUSSAINT.—A PRACTICAL
•^ TREATISE ON THE MANUFACTURE OF COLORS FOR •

PAINTING :

Containing the best Formulae and the Processes the Newest and

in most General Use. By MM. Riffault, Vergnaud, and Tous-

SAiNT. Revised and Edited by M. F. Malepeyre and Dr. Emil

WiNCKLER. Illustrated by Engravings. In one vol. 8vo. {I?i

preparation.)
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pIFFATJLT, VERGNAUD, AND TOUSSAINT.—A PRACTICAL
TREATISE ON THE MANUFACTURE OF VARNISHES :

By MM. RiFFATJLT, Vergnatjd, and Toussaint. Revised and
Edited by M, F. Malepeyre and Dr. Emil Winckler. Illus-

trated. In one vol. 870. {In preparation.)

gHUNK.—A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON RAILWAY CURVES
AND LOCATION, FOR YOUNG ENGINEERS.
By Wm. F. Shunk, Civil Engineer. 12mo., tucks . . $2 00

CMEATON.—BUILDER'S POCKET COMPANION:
Containing the Elements of Building, Surveying, and Architec,

ture
;
with Practical Rules and Instructions connected vrith the sub-

ject. By A. C. Smeaton, Civil Engineer, etc. In one volume,
12mo |1 50

nMITH.—THE DYER'S INSTRUCTOR:
Comprising Practical Instructions in the Art of Dyeing Silk, Cot-

ton, Wool, and Worsted, and "Woollen Goods : containing nearly

800 Receipts. To which is added a Treatise on the Art of Pad-

ding ; and the Printing of Silk Warps, Skeins, and Handkerchiefs,

and the various Mordants and Colors for the different styles of

such work. By David Smith, Pattern Dyer, 12mo., cloth

$3 00

gMITH.—THE PRACTICAL DYER'S GUIDE:
Comprising Practical Instructions in the Dyeing of Shot Cobourgs,

Silk Striped Orleans, Colored Orleans from Black Warps, ditto

from White Warps, Colored Cobourgs from White Warps, Merinos,

Yarns, Woollen Cloths, etc. Containing nearly 300 Receipts, to

most of which a Dyed Pattern is annexed. Also, a Treatise on

the Art of Padding. By David Smith. In one vol. 8vo. $25 00

OHAW.—CIVIL ARCHITECTURE:
Being a Complete Theoretical and Practical System of Building,

containing the Fundamental Principles of the Art. By Edward
Shaw, Architect. To which is added a Treatise on Gothic Archi-

tecture, &c. By Thomas W. Silloway and George M. Hard-

ing , Architects. The whole illustrated by 102 quarto plates finely

engraved on copper. Eleventh Edition. 4to. Cloth. $10 00

OLOAN.—AMERICAN HOUSES:

A variety of Original Designs for Rural Buildings. Illustrated by

26 colored Engravings, with Descriptive References. By Samuel

Sloan, Architect, author of the "Model Architect," etc. etc. 8vo.

$2 50

OCHINZ.—RESEARCHES ON THE ACTION OF THE BLAST-^ FURNACE.
By Chas. ScHiNs, Seven plates. 12mo. ' .' . . S4 25
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QSMITH.—PAKKS AND PLEASURE GROUNDS :

Or, Practical Notes on Country Residences, Villas, Public Parks,

and Gardens. By Charles H. J. Smith, Landscape Gardener

and Garden Architect, etc. etc. 12mo $2 25

HTOKES.—CABINET-MAKER'S AND UPHOLSTERER'S COMPA-
•^ NION:

Comprising the Rudiments and Principles of Cabinet-making and

Upholstery, with Familiar Instructions, Illustrated by Examples

for attaining a Proficiency in the Art of Drawing, as applicable

to Cabinet-work ; The Processes of Veneering, Inlaying, and

Buhl-work ; the Art of Dyeing and Staining Wood, Bone, Tortoise

Shell, etc. Directions for Lackering, Japanning, and Varnishing

;

to make French Polish ; to prepare the Best Glues, Cements, and

Compositions, and a number of Receipts, particularly for workmen

generally. By J. Stokes. In one vol. 12mo. With illustrations

$1 25

STRENGTH AND OTHER PROPERTIES OF METALS.

Reports of Experiments on the Strength and other Properties of

Metals for Cannon. With a Description of the Machines for Test-

ing Metals, and of the Classification of Cannon in service. By

Oflacers of the Ordnance Department U. S. Army. By authority

of the Secretary of War. Illustrated by 25 large steel plates. In

1 vol. quarto ....... • $10 00

qULLIVAN.—PROTECTION TO NATIVE INDUSTRY.
^ By Sir Edwabd Sullivan, Baronet. (1870.) 8vo. . $150

rpABLES SHOWING THE WEIGHT OF ROUND, SQUARE, AND
^ FLAT BAR IRON, STEEL, ETC.

By Measurement. Cloth ...... 63

rpAYLOR.—STATISTICS OF COAL:

Including Mineral Bituminous Substances employed in Arts and

Manufactures ; with their Geographical, Geological, and Commer-

cial Distribution and amount of Production and Consumption on

the American Continent. With Incidental Statistics of the Iron

Manufacture. By R. C. Taylor. Second edition, revised by S.

S. Haldeman. Illustrated by five Maps and many wood engrav-

ings. Svo., cloth . . . . . • • . $6 00

rpEMPLETON.—THE PRACTICAL EXAMINATOR ON STEAM
•* AND THE STEAM-ENGINE :

With Instructive References relative thereto, for the Use of Engi-

neers, Students, and others. By Wm. Templeton, Engineer. 12mo.

$1 25
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rpHOMAS.—THE MODERN PRACTICE OF PHOTOGRAPHY.
*• By R. W. Thomas, F. C. S. 8vo., cloth . ... 75

TIHOMSON.—FREIGHT CHARGES CALCULATOR.
By Andrew Thomson, Freight Agent . . . . $1 25

'TURNING : SPECIMENS OF FANCY TURNING EXECUTED ON
* THE HAND OR FOOT LATHE:

With Geometric, Oval, and Eccentric Chucks, and Elliptical Cut-

ting Frame. By an Amateur. Illustrated by 30 exquisite Pho-

tographs. 4to . $3 00

fpURNER'S (THE) COMPANION:
Containing Instructions in Concentric, Elliptic, and Eccentric

Turning; also various Plates of Chucks, Tools, and Instru-

ments ; and Directions for using the Eccentric Cutter, Drill,

Vertical Cutter, and Circular Rest ; with Patterns and Instruc-

tions for working them. A new edition in 1 vol. 12mo. $1 50

TTRBIN—BRULL.— A PRACTICAL GUIDE FOR PUDDLING
^ IRON AND STEEL.

By Ed. Urbin, Engineer of Arts and Manufactures. A Prize

Essay read before the Association of Engineers, Graduate of the

School of Mines, of Liege, Belgium, at the Meeting of 1865-6.

To which is added a Comparison of the Resisting Properties

OF Iron AND Steel. By A. Brull. Translated from the French

by A, A. Fesquet, Chemist and Engineer. In one volume, Svo.

$1 00

TTOG^DES.—THE ARCHITECT'S AND BUILDER'S POCKET COM-
'' PANION AND PRICE BOOK.

By F. W. VoaDES, Architect. Illustrated. Full bound in pocket-

book form $2 00

In book form, ISmo., muslin . . . , . . 1 50

WARN.—THE SHEET METAL WORKER'S INSTRUCTOR, FOR
'''' ZINC, SHEET-IRON, COPPER AND TIN PLATE WORK-

ERS, &c.

By Reuben Henry Warn, Practical Tin Plate Worker. Illus-

trated by 32 plates and 37 wood engravings. Svo. . . $3 00

fTTTATSON.—A MANUAL OF THE HAND-LATHE.
''" By Egbert P. Watson, Late of the " Scientific American," Au-

thor of "Modern Practice of American Machinists and Engi-

neers," In one volume, 12mo. $1 50
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WATSON.—THE MODERN PRACTICE OF AMERICAN MA-
'* CHINISTS AND ENGINEERS:

Including the Construction, Application, and Use of Drills, Lathe

Tools, Cutters for Boring Cylinders, and Hollow Work Generally,

•with the most Economical Speed of the same, the Results verified

by Actual Practice at the Lathe, the Vice, and on the Floor.

Together with Workshop management, Economy of Manufacture,

the Steam-Engine, Boilers, Gears, Belting, etc. etc. By Egbert

P. Watson, late of the "Scientific American." Illustrated by

eighty-six engravings. 12mo. . . . . . $2 50

WATSON.—THE THEORY AND PRACTICE OF THE ART OF
^^ WEAVING BY HAND AND POWER:

With Calculations and Tables for the use of those connected with

the Trade. By John Watson, Manufacturer and Practical Machine

Maker. Illustrated by large drawings of the best Power-Looms.

8vo. $10 00

TTTTEATHERLY.—TREATISE ON .THE ART OF BOILING SU-
'' GAR, CRYSTALLIZING, LOZENGE-MAKING, COMFITS,

GTJM GOODS,
And other processes for Confectionery, &c. In which are ex-

plained, in an easy and familiar manner, the various Methods

of Manufacturing every description of Raw and Refined Sugar

Goods, as sold by Confectioners and others . . . $2 00

WILL.—TABLES FOR QUALITATIVE CHEMICAL ANALYSIS.
By Prof. Heinkich Will, of Giessen, Germany, Seventh edi-

tion. Translated by Charles E. Himes, Ph. D., Professor of

Natural Science, Dickinson College, Carlisle, Pa. . . $1 25

WILLIAMS.—ON HEAT AND STEAM

:

EmbraeingNew Views of Vaporization, Condensation, and Expan-

sion. By Charles Wye Williams, A. I. C. E. Illustrated. 8vo.

$3 50

WORSSAM.—ON MECHANICAL SAWS:
Prom the Transactions of the Society of Engineers, 1867. By
S. W. WoRSSAM, Jr. Illustrated by 18 large folding plates. 8vo.

$5 00

WOHLER.—A HAND-BOOK OF MINERAL ANALYSIS.
By F. WoHLER. Edited by H. B. Nason, Professor of Chemistry,

Rensselaer Institute, Troy, N. Y. With numerous Illustrations.

12mo $3 00
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